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ABSTRACT

LEARNING AND REPRESENTING ATTRIBUTED GRAPHS

by

Ruiqi Hu

Information graphs are ubiquitous in many areas, such as medicine, social media

and academic engines, and each node in the graph comes with various attributes.

For example, in a academic citation graph, we can take each paper a node, then

the author(s) and title of each paper can be extracted as the attributes of the node.

Moreover, papers, authors as well as venues can be taken as different sources of nodes

in one information graph. By doing so, we have got a heterogeneous information

graph with more than one sources of nodes, attributes and links.

To implement these applications, such as identifying protein residues and so-

cial media marketing, graph representation of homogeneous information graphs has

been widely researched and employed. This research, aims to embed and represent

homogeneous nodes with low-dimensional and unified vectors, while preserving the

contextual information between nodes, and, as a result, classical machine learning

methods can be directly applied.

However, existing graph embedding algorithms are facing five major challenges:

1.the graph representation learning and node classification in graphs are separated

into two steps, which may result in sub-optimal results because the node represen-

tation may not fit the classification model well; 2. existing ones are mostly shallow

methods that can only capture the linear and simple relationships in the data; 3.ig-

noring the data distribution of the latent codes from the graphs, which often results

in inferior embedding in real-world graph data; 4. unable to handle the heteroge-

neous and multi-relational information graph which is the major form that graph

data existed in the real-world; and 5. unable to effectively discover functional groups



and understand the roles of detected groups.

To face the aforementioned challenges, the main research objective of the thesis

is to study that how to more effectively embed the nodes of a graph into a compact

space for the tasks which are most related to the real-world applications.

The main research objective has been studied from four coherently linked per-

spectives: (1) How to unify the traditional two-step embedding work-flow into one

smooth embedding procedure to avoid the inconsistency between the embedding

architecture and classifier; (2) How to learn a universal embedding for all sources of

nodes in a graph, so one single embedding can be used to represent the entire hetero-

geneous information graph; (3) How to smoothly regularize the embedding with a

certain distribution during the learning procedure for a more robust embedding;(4)

How to automatically generate a human-understandable explanation of each cluster

of nodes in the graph and applied the algorithm in the real business world.

Specifically, this thesis aims to tackle aforementioned challenges by conducting

studies of graph ladder network to unifies both representation and classifier model

learning into one framework; developing universal graph representation to represent

different types of nodes in heterogeneous information graph in a continuous and

common vector space; introducing generative adversarial scheme into graph domain

to encode the topological structure and node content in a graph to a compact repre-

sentation, on which a decoder is trained to reconstruct the graph structure under an

adversarial training scheme and carrying out co-clustering on enterprise information

graph for functional group discovery and understanding. All works in this thesis

are validated with related tasks like graph classification, graph clustering, graph

visualization and link prediction respectively.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Graphs are essential tools used to capture complicated relationships among data,

and graph models are useful for demonstrating information across many academic

or industrial domain. In a variety of graph applications, including protein-protein

interaction networks [1, 2, 3], social media [4, 5, 6], citation networks [7, 8], graph

data analysis plays an important role in various data mining tasks, including node

classification [9], link prediction [10], and node clustering [11]. However, the high

computational complexity of, low parallelizability of, and inapplicability of machine

learning methods to graph data have made these graph analytical tasks profoundly

challenging [12]. Therefore, it is important to learn features of nodes in graphs,

considering that actual topological structure and graph embedding have emerged

as general approaches to these problems. The aim of graph embedding is to repre-

sent each node and its features into low-dimensional vectors while two similar nodes

would have a shorter distance between two learned vectors. In this way, the informa-

tion about each node and the contextual information of the graph are well preserved

in the vectors. Figure 1.1 shows an example of information graph embedding which

aims to encode each node into a low-dimensional vector, while preserving the ma-

jority of the graph information. The graphs can be categorized into two classes:

homogeneous information graphs, which only considers a single type of node, and

heterogeneous information graphs, which contains more than one type of node in

the graph. In this thesis, I consider and research both types of information graphs.
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Figure 1.1 : A demonstration of graph embedding/graph representation.

Figure 1.1 gives an example of a heterogeneous information graph, which contains

four types of interrelated nodes: the venue, author, paper, and contents of each

paper. Our goal is to embed the graph into an universal graph representation for

all types of nodes in the graph. The details will be elaborated in Chapter 5.

However, most existing embedding algorithms have the following five major lim-

itations:

1. Existing algorithms separate the graph representation learning and node

classification in the graphs into two steps, which may result in sub-optimal results

because the node representation may not fit the classification model well and vice

versa;

Many approaches to graph classification in recent years are representation-based
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methods [13, 14]. They follow a two-step strategy: (1) learn a continuous, compact,

and informative vector representation for each node in the network, and (2) train

a simple classifier (such as a linear support vector machine) from the transformed

vectors to predict the unlabeled nodes in the network. The key challenge of this

approach lies in the first step, and the approach has motivated numerous studies,

which will be explained in Chapter Literature Survey.

2. Most existing algorithms are superficial and can only capture linear and simple

relationships in the data [15, 13];

Although some algorithms, such as NetPLSA [16] and TADW [14], are able

to leverage both topological information and content information for graph repre-

sentation, they assume that the linked nodes (documents) naturally share similar

topic distributions. NetPLSA learns topic models and Text-Associated DeepWalk

(TADW) performs matrix factorization for network representation. However, their

assumption may not be true in real networks like enterprise social networks [6] or

even in ordinary social networks. This assumption generally leads to sub-optimal

experimental result. Furthermore, these approaches are only superficial as they are

not able to learn deep and nonlinear representation for networks.

3. Probabilistic models like DeepWalk [13], node2vec [16], and LINE [17] attempt

to learn graph embedding by extracting different patterns from graphs or by calcu-

lating matrix factorization-based algorithms such as GraRep [18] and HOPE [19].

M-NMF [20], however, pre-processes the graph structure into an adjacency matrix

and Achieves embedding by decomposing the adjacency matrix or by deep learning,

such as SDNE [21] and DNGR [22], which have been widely studied in the context

of graph embedding. All of the above are unregularized embedding approaches and

in practice they often learn a degenerate identity mapping where by the latent code

space is free of any structure [17] and can often result poor representation in dealing
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with real-world sparse and noisy graph data.

4. Existing algorithms have predominantly been designed for homogeneous in-

formation networks with all nodes of a network of the same type. However, the

majority of real-world information networks are heterogeneous and multi-relational.

The sources of nodes in these information networks vary, but are interrelated.

Examples of such graphs include DNA-protein interaction graphs [18] in medicine

or complete publication graphs [19, 20, 21] in academic engines. The sources of nodes

in these information graphs vary but are interrelated. For instance, one example of a

DNA-protein interaction graph consists of two sources of nodes, DNA and proteins,

and each source of homogeneous nodes is profiled by an independent graph structure

based on their inner reactions; for example, a DNA graph structure and a protein

graph structure. Furthermore, the interactions between the heterogeneous nodes

(DNA and proteins) provide a more comprehensive, but complex, multi-relational

heterogeneous graph, with different sources of nodes, graph structures and node

contents. Publication graphs have the same characteristics: two different sources

of nodes (papers and authors) with two independent graph expressions (paper cita-

tion graphs and author collaboration graphs) respectively according to their inner-

reactions, while papers and authors are naturally connected by a heterogeneous

graph because of their inherent publication correlations.

The obvious variety and complexity of multi-relational heterogeneous informa-

tion graphs (MHIGs) limit existing graph representation methods in two ways: (1)

They can only leverage one perspective on the data either the graph structure or the

node content which simply abandons the integrity of the graph (2) the final learned

representation can only represent one of the sources of information - either the DNA

or the protein in DNA-protein interaction graphs; or the papers or the authors in

publication graphs.
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5. Existing topic discovery or community discovery methods cannot effectively

discover functional groups and understand the roles of these groups.

Topology exploration algorithms, such as [22, 23, 24], only consider graph struc-

tures and do not consider any of the content information affiliated with each node.

Early content-based algorithms employ approaches such as a topic model and bag-

of-words, aiming to encode each content document into a vector without considering

contextual information (i.e., the order of documents or the order of words), or sub-

optimizing the representations. Multi-source captured algorithms like TriDNR [25]

smoothly extract and process the information from the textual attributes of each

node, topological information from the graph, and the label information to train a

robust deep architecture for graph representation.

However, these approaches assume that the links and the content of nodes are

highly consistent, which may be not true for some real-world graph data, because

a user may be interested in a product, but the content of the user (i.e. node infor-

mation) has no relevance to that connection. Moreover, two competitors may have

very similar node content, but they do not share linkages, due to their rival business

roles. Furthermore, these algorithms only detect communities or groups and are

not capable of providing the common interests of the detected communities, which

makes these algorithms infeasible in real-world applications.

1.2 Research Objectives

The main research objective of the thesis is to study that how to more effectively

embed the nodes of a graph into a compact space for the tasks which are most

related to the real-world applications.

The main research objective has been studied from four coherently linked per-

spectives: (1) How to unify the traditional two-step embedding work-flow into one
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smooth embedding procedure to avoid the inconsistency between the embedding

architecture and classifier; (2) How to learn a universal embedding for all sources of

nodes in a graph, so one single embedding can be used to represent the entire het-

erogeneous information graph; (3) How to smoothly regularize the embedding with

a certain distribution during the learning procedure for a more robust embedding;

(4) How to automatically generate a human-understandable explaination of each

cluster of nodes in the graph and applied the algorithm in the real business world.

Specifically, to achieve the research objective and validate the results, I conducted

the research studies with following topics:

i. conduct studies of the unification of representation learning and graph clas-

sification into one single framework by exploiting both labeled and unlabeled

nodes in a graph.

Facing challenges 1 and 2 described in the background, I propose a novel ap-

proach, graph ladder networks (GLNs), which (1) unify both representation

and classifier model learning into one framework; and (2) integrate both the

structure and content information of a network by a convolution network ar-

chitecture. To integrate both representation and classifier learning into one

framework, I utilize a ladder network [26] that trains the model to simul-

taneously minimize the sum of supervised and unsupervised cost functions

by backpropagation, without the need for layer-wise pre-training. To inte-

grate both structure and content information for graph classification, I apply

a convolution network architecture for networked data, which is motivated by

the most recently developed graph convolutional network (GCN) [9] with a

layer-wise propagation. Compared to existing representation-based node clas-

sification algorithms in networked data, GLN architecture offers a number of

advantages: (1) joint representation and classification for networked data; (2)
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deep and non-linear representation for networked data; and (3) effective and

significantly improved results for graph node classification.

ii. conducting studies on a novel adversarial graph embedding framework for

graph data that encodes the topological structure and node content in a graph

to a compact representation, on which a decoder is trained to reconstruct the

graph structure. Furthermore, the latent representation is enforced to match

a prior distribution via an adversarial training scheme.

Facing challenge 3 described above, I developed a novel adversarial framework

with two variants, namely adversarially regularized graph autoencoder (ARGA)

and adversarially regularized variational graph autoencoder (ARVGA), for graph

embedding. The theme of our framework is to not only minimize the recon-

struction errors of the graph structure but also to enforce the latent codes

to match a prior distribution. By exploiting both graph structure and node

content with a graph convolutional network, our algorithms encodes the graph

data in the latent space. With a decoder aiming to reconstruct the topologi-

cal graph information, I further incorporate an adversarial training scheme to

regularize the latent codes to learn a robust graph representation. The adver-

sarial training module aims to discriminate if the latent codes are from a real

prior distribution or from the graph encoder. The graph encoder learning and

adversarial regularization learning are jointly optimized in a unified framework

so that each can be beneficial to the other and finally lead to a better graph

embedding. The experimental results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the

superb performance of our algorithms on three unsupervised graph analytical

tasks, namely link prediction, node clustering, and graph visualization.

iii. conducting studies on a universal graph representation approach (UGRA) that

represents different types of nodes in heterogeneous information graphs in a
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continuous and common vector space.

Facing challenge 4, I designed UGRA, which uses mutually enhanced neural

network architectures to learn representations for all sources of nodes (DNA

and proteins in DNA-protein interaction graphs/networks; papers and au-

thors in publication graphs) for input heterogeneous graphs. From the per-

spective of graph structures, the UGRA jointly learns the relationships be-

tween homogeneous nodes and the connections between heterogeneous nodes

by maximizing the probability of discovering neighboring nodes given a node

in random walks. From the perspective of node content, the UGRA captures

the correlations between nodes and content by exploiting the co-occurrence

of word sequences given a node. By doing so, different sources of nodes in

one heterogeneous graph are represented by a single universal representation.

Given one node from any source, the universal representation can return all

sources of nodes which are most related to the given one.

iv. conducting studies on an algorithm which carries out co-clustering on enter-

prise information graphs for functional group discovery and understanding.

Business information graphs involve diversified user clusters and rich content,

and, have emerged as important platforms for enabling enterprise business in-

telligence and business decision-making in recent years. A key step in many

business intelligence processes is to find social audience clusters (SACs) and

assess the roles they play in a business graph. A SAC is defined as a group of

users who share similar business interests or play similar roles in an organiza-

tion or industry.

Facing challenge 5, I propose a novel data mining approach, CBIG, that co-

clusters business information graphs to discover and understand SACs. The

CBIG framework is based on co-factorization, which combines graph structures
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and rich contextual information, including node-interaction and node-content

correlations to discover SACs. Since SACs often overlap, and the data-driven

nature of the processing makes the number of clusters difficult, CBIG uses

an overlapping clustering paradigm and a hold-out strategy to discover the

optimal number of groups given the underlying data.

In this case, all users from the enterprise information graph are processed in an

automatically determined optimal number of groups (social audience clusters)

based on their shared interests or roles played in the graph. Furthermore,

CBIG will provide readable and understandable functions of each detected

social audience cluster.

1.3 Content and Organization

This thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2: This chapter presents a survey of classic and state-of-the-art graph

representation or embedding-related works.

• Chapter 3: The graph ladder network for graph classification is explained in

this chapter.

• Chapter 4: This chapter presents the adversarially regularized graph autoen-

coder for graph embedding.

• Chapter 5: This chapter discusses universal network representation for hetero-

geneous information graphs.

• Chapter 6: This chapter explains how I tailor a framework that not only

discovers functional groups of enterprise social networks, but also understands

the roles of these detected groups.
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• Chapter 7: A brief summary of the thesis contents and its contributions to the

field as well as recommendations for future research in this area are given in

this final chapter.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Graph embedding converts graph data into a low dimensional, compact, and con-

tinuous feature space. The key idea is to preserve the topological structure, vertex

content, and other side information [27]. This new learning paradigm has shifted

the tasks of seeking complex models for classification, clustering, visualization and

link prediction to learning a robust representation of the graph data, so that any

graph analytic task can be easily performed by employing simple traditional models

(e.g., a linear SVM for the classification task), which has motivated a number of

studies in this area [28, 29].

There are two main ways to category graph embedding algorithms. One is

based on the core approach implemented in the algorithms and, then, graph embed-

ding algorithms can be classified into three categories: probabilistic models, matrix

factorization-based algorithms, and deep learning-based algorithms. Another way

is according to information sources of graph data the algorithms focus on: network

structure exploration algorithms, text analysis based algorithms and the algorithms

leverage both topological information and textual information.

2.1 Core Approach based Categories

2.1.1 Probabilistic Models

Probabilistic models like DeepWalk [13], node2vec [30] and LINE [31] attempt

to learn graph embedding by extracting different patterns from the graph. The cap-

tured patterns or walks include global structural equivalence, local neighborhood
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connectivities, and first, second or higher order proximity. Probabilistic latent se-

mantic analysis (PLSA) [32] focus on the content of nodes in a network which train

topic model from represented content matrix (e.g. TFIDF matrix) by treating each

content vector as a document. Then the node representation can be obtained from

the topic distribution of nodes (documents) through statistic methods like expecta-

tion maximization algorithm (EM) or other approximate text analysis based models.

Obviously, the main limitation of this approach is only use textual features without

considering any contextual information like the order of words and topology of the

network which could carry extra information as well as significantly enhance the

performance of classification. Compared with classical methods such as Spectral

Clustering [33], these graph embedding algorithms perform more effectively and are

scalable to large graphs.

2.1.2 Matrix Factorization based Models

Matrix factorization-based algorithms, such as GraRep [34], HOPE [35], M-NMF

[36] pre-process the graph structure into an adjacency matrix and get the embedding

by decomposing the adjacency matrix. GNMF [37] is a classic nonnegative matrix

factorization method that encodes geometrical information (a k-nearest neighbor

graph) as a regularization term in the objective function. Recently it has been shown

that many probabilistic algorithms are equivalent to matrix factorization approaches

[38]. TADW [30] proves that DeepWalk [2] can be processed by factorizing an

approximate probability matrix where one node randomly walks to another in certain

steps, and incorporates with feature vectors by factorizing a word-association matrix.

However, these algorithms are limited to process large scale data because matrix

factorization is computationally expensive.
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2.1.3 Deep Learning based Models

Deep learning approaches [39, 40], especially autoencoder-based methods, are

also widely studied for graph embedding. SDNE [41] and DNGR [42] employ deep

autoencoders to preserve the graph proximities and model positive pointwise mu-

tual information (PPMI). The MGAE algorithm utilizes a marginalized single layer

autoencoder to learn representation for clustering [11]. Variants of convolutional

neural networks are also applied in the graph domain. Graph convolutional net-

works (GCN) [9] is a semi-supervised framework based on a variant of CNNs, which

attempt to directly operate the graphs. Specifically, the GCN represents the graph

structure and the interrelationship between node and feature with an adjacent ma-

trix A and node-feature matrix X. Hence, GCN can directly embed the graph

structure with a spectral convolutional function f(X,A) for each layer and train

the model on a supervised target for all labelled nodes. Because of spectral function

f(•) on the adjacent matrix A of the graph, the model is able to distribute the

gradient from the supervised cost and learn the embedding of both the labelled and

unlabelled nodes. Although GCN is powerful with graph-structured data sets on

semi-supervised tasks like node classification, variational graph autoencoder VGAE

[43] extends it into unsupervised implements with outstanding performance on link

prediction. VGAE implements the GCN into the variational autoencoder frame-

work [44] by framing the encoder with graph convolutional layers and remolding the

decoder with a simple inner production calculation layer. Taking the advantage of

GCN layers, VGAE can naturally leverage the information of node features, which

expressively muscle the predictive performance.
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2.2 Graph Information Source based Categories

2.2.1 Topology Exploration Algorithms

Most previous efforts have concentrated on persevering either the graph structure

or the node content. Graph structure analysis-based methods are more prevalent.

Two very popular neural graph language models were proposed in [22, 23], where

deep learning techniques revealed advantages in natural language processing ap-

plications. Illuminated by that, a DeepWalk algorithm was proposed in [24] that

learns latent representations of vertices from a corpus of generated random walks in

graph data. These algorithms only input graph structures, without considering any

content information affiliated with each node.

2.2.2 Text Analysis based Algorithms

Early content-based algorithms employ approaches like, topic model and bag-of-

words, to encode each content document into a vector without considering contextual

information (i.e., the order of documents or the order of words), or sub-optimizing

the representations. To acquire the contextual information, features are modeled

using context-preserving algorithms [22, 45, 46, 47, 48] with a certain amount of

consecutive words to represent a document. Obviously, an increasing number of

content features for these algorithms will exponentially increase the training time

and weaken performance.

Within neural graph architectures, alternative algorithms like skip-gram [22]

input a certain window of consecutive words in the sentences of a document to learn

the representation of words. Recurrent neural network-based models, say, long short

term memory(LSTM)[49] and gated recurrent unit(GRU) [50] are able to capture

long term dependencies using internal memory to process arbitrary sequences of text

input.
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2.2.3 Multi-Source Captured Algorithms

Whether graph structure exploration approaches or text analysis based ones with

three obvious drawbacks identified in the mentioned algorithms: (1) only one source

of the entire graph information has been leveraged, which lowers representation

accuracy; (2) learned representations from these algorithms can only represent one

type of graph data (i.e., representations from a citation graph only represent papers,

but ignore authors and venues); and (3) the algorithms are unsupervised. No labeled

data are even available to use, which misses the opportunity to enhance performance

in tasks like classification.

Recently, some methods have attempted to simultaneously consider graph struc-

tures and node content information. TADW [14] proves that DeepWalk [24] can

be processed by factorizing an approximate probability matrix where one node ran-

domly walks to another in certain steps, and incorporates with feature vectors by

factorizing a word-association matrix. However, this algorithm is not capable of pro-

cessing large-scale data because matrix factorization is computationally expensive.

It also ignores the contextual information in nodes. TriDNR [25] smoothly solves

this problem by simultaneously learning the graph structure and node contents in

a neural network architecture. However, TriDNR only leverages one source of the

graph structure and the output only represents one type of graph data.

2.3 Summary

To summarize, aforementioned algorithms do not answer the undermentioned

four questions to more effectively embed the nodes of a graph into a compact space

for the tasks which are most related to the real-world applications: (1) How to unify

the traditional two-step embedding work-flow into one smooth embedding procedure

to avoid the inconsistency between the embedding architecture and classifier; (2)

How to learn a universal embedding for all sources of nodes in a graph, so one single
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embedding can be used to represent the entire heterogeneous information graph;

(3) How to smoothly regularize the embedding with a certain distribution during

the learning procedure for a more robust embedding; (4) How to automatically

generate a human-understandable explanation of each cluster of nodes in the graph

and applied the algorithm in the real business world.

To provide and validate the solutions to these questions step by step, I proposed

four novel algorithms which are elaborated in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
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Chapter 3

Graph Ladder Networks for Node Classification

3.1 Motivations

Node classification is one of the most significant tasks to implement real-world

graph applications, such as identifying protein residues, social media marketing,

paper recommendation etc. Given a single network G, where a small set of nodes is

labeled, node classification aims to classify the unlabeled nodes in G with content

information into a set of predefined categories .

Many approaches for node classification in recent years are representation-based

methods [13, 14]. They follow a two-step strategy: (1) learning a continuous, com-

pact, and informative vector representation for each node in the network, (2) training

a simple classifier (such as a linear support vector machine) from the transformed

vectors to predict the unlabeled nodes in the network. The first step is the key

challenge of representation-based approach, and it has motivated numerous studies

in recent years.

Existing approaches like probabilistic latent semantic analysis (PLSA) [32] fo-

cus on the content of nodes in a network which train topic model from represented

content matrix (e.g. TFIDF matrix) by treating each content vector as a docu-

ment. Then the node representation can be obtained from the topic distribution of

nodes (documents) through statistic methods like expectation maximization algo-

rithm (EM) or other unobserved latent variables based models. Obviously, the main

limitation of this approach is only use textual features without considering any con-

textual information like the order of words and topology of the network which could
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carry extra information as well as significantly enhance the performance of clas-

sification. Taking enterprise social network (ESN) as an example, the topological

structure of some ESNs could be almost self-classified and intriguing information like

the personal influence and social complexity of one node can be extracted through

the density and trajectory of the surrounding linkages [6].

The LINE [15] and DeepWalk [13] approaches are two classic algorithms for this

problem. They explore the topological information of networks to learn the network

representation. However, these approaches have limited the performance since they

ignore the content information associated with each node. The content information

can indicate the strong similarity and connection to others. Social media networks

like Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter, for instance, record the users’ profile data such

as educational background, location and professional trajectory which is obviously

very useful information in terms of classification in a network.

In terms of using both topological information and content information for net-

work representation, NetPLSA [16] and TADW [14] assume that the linked nodes

(documents) naturally share similar topic distributions. NetPLSA learns topic mod-

els and TADW performs matrix factorization for network representation. However,

their assumption may not be true in real networks like enterprise social networks

[6] or even in ordinary social networks. This assumption always leads these algo-

rithms to a sub-optimal experimental result. Furthermore, these approaches are

only shallow ones that fail to learn deep and nonlinear representation for networks.

TADW incorporates DeepWalk with textual information vectors of node by fac-

torizing an association matrix, the expensive computation of matrix factorization is

very hard for these algorithms to handle large-scale data. To learn nonlinear rep-

resentation, deep learning offers many effective solutions in numerous applications,

including image classification and speech recognition. The ladder network [26] in
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particular provides an elegant way to conduct semi-supervised classification. In

addition to the supervised objective corresponding to the misclassification loss, the

ladder network also adds an unsupervised objective corresponding to the reconstruc-

tion costs of a stack of denoising autoencoders, which has shown impressive results

on image classification. However, the ladder network is only designed for general

data such as images. How to apply ladder networks to networked or structure data

has not been addressed in the literature.

However, it remains largely under-investigated for networked data analytics,

which is mainly because it is very hard to define and learn the convolutions on

networks. Until recently, CNN is extended to networked data [9, 51, 52]. Neverthe-

less, for network classification where both labeled and unlabeled nodes are available,

they are still not effective. This is because they only capture the misclassification

loss on the labeled nodes and ignore the unlabeled data completely [9].

To summarize, when dealing with network data, existing representation ap-

proaches suffer the following flaws: (1) they separate the network classification into

two stages. The learned representation may not fit the classifier very well, and vice

versa, which leads to sub-optimal classification results on unlabelled data; (2) most

approaches are shallow methods that can only learn linear and simple representation

for nodes, while deep approaches which are more suitable for representation learning

(such as Convolution networks) are not used.

Recently, Tri-Party Deep Network Representation (TriDNR) [25] processes the

label information in its neural network while simultaneously extracts topological

structure and associated textual information. However, just like majority of net-

work classification algorithms, it separately conduct the optimization of learning

representation and training the independent classifiers (normally, the linear SVM

[53]). The learnt representations will be fed into the trained classifiers. The seper-
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ated and extra steps may cause sub-optimal performance.

To overcome the existing limitations of representation-based algorithms, this pa-

per proposes a novel approach, graph ladder networks (GLN), which (1) unifies both

representation and classifier model learning into one framework; and (2) integrates

both the structure and content information of a network by a convolution net-

work architecture. To integrate both representation and classifier learning into one

framework, I utilize a ladder network [26] which trains the model to simultaneously

minimize the sum of supervised and unsupervised cost functions by backpropaga-

tion, without the need for layer-wise pre-training. To integrate both structure and

content information for network classification, I apply a convolution network archi-

tecture for networked data, which is motivated by the most recently developed graph

convolutional network (GCN) [9] with a layer-wise propagation. Compared to exist-

ing representation-based node classification algorithms in networked data, our novel

architecture enjoys a number of merits: (1) joint representation and classification

for networked data; (2) deep and non-linear representation for networked data; and

(3) effective and impressive classification results for network classification.

Our experimental results validate our design the demonstrate the effectiveness

of our algorithm.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

i. I propose an effective node classification algorithm for networked data, which

unifies the network representation and classification in a single framework.

ii. I advance the ladder network to a graph or structure domain, which integrates

both structure and content information for semi-supervised learning.

iii. The experiment results show the superb performance of our algorithm over

state-of-the-art algorithms.
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The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II provides a brief back-

ground on network classification. I then define the network classification problem

in convolutional network in Section III. In section IV, I mathematically propose our

graph ladder Convolution Network algorithm and Section V presents the experimen-

tal study and results I obtained. Finally, Section VI concludes our work.

3.2 Most Related Works to Ladder Nets and Graph Node

Classification

3.2.1 Traditional node classification

There are two types of traditional network classifications: one is taking multi

networks as input and aims to precisely put the networks sharing the similar char-

acteristics into the same group; another one concentrates on analysing the vertexes

in one network and associated contextual information and classifies these vertexes

with certain numbers of groups.

Most previous efforts have concentrated on persevering either the topology struc-

ture or the node content. Net structure analysis-based methods are more prevalent.

Early content-based algorithms employ approaches like, topic model and bag-of-

words, to encode each content document into a vector without considering contextual

information (i.e., the order of documents or the order of words), or suboptimizing

the representations. To acquire the contextual information, features are modelled

using context-preserving algorithms [47, 45] with a certain amount of consecutive

words to represent a document.

3.2.2 Network Representation

Recently, some methods have attempted to simultaneously consider network

structures and node content information. TADW [14] proves that DeepWalk [13]

can be processed by factorizing an approximate probability matrix where one node
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randomly walks to another in certain steps, and incorporates with feature vectors

by factorizing a word-association matrix.

3.2.3 Deep Learning for network data

Ladder Network

The Ladder Network with unsupervised learning tasks was proposed in 2015

By Valpola [54], which is an autoencoder that skips the connections between the

encoder and decoder and denoises the representations at every level of the network.

Semi-supervised learning with Ladder network was published by Rasmus [26] based

on the Valpola’s work, which extends the previous model for both supervision and

unsupervision implements. Semi-supervised Ladder Network is structured with a

fully connected Multi Layered Perceptron(MLP) with employing rectifier for every

unit as the encoder part. Batch normalization to each preactivation for improving

convergence and prevent the denoising cost from encouraging the trivial solution.

Graph Convolution Network

In Thomas’s work [9], the network structure is directly encoded using a neural

network model and train on a supervised target for all nodes with labels, thereby

avoiding explicit network-based regularization in the loss function. Conditioning

f(•) on the adjacency matrix of the network will allow the model to distribute gra-

dient information from the supervised loss and will enable it to learn representations

of nodes both with and without labels.

Either network structure exploration approaches or text analysis based ones have

three obvious drawbacks identified in the mentioned algorithms: (1) only one source

of the entire networked information has been leveraged, which lowers representa-

tion accuracy; (2) separately conduct the optimization of learning representation

and training the independent classifiers and the extra steps may cause sub-optimal
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performance.; and (3) the algorithms are unsupervised. No labelled data are even

available to use, which misses the opportunity to enhance performance in tasks like

classification.

3.3 Problem Definition

A network is defined as G = {V,E,X, S}, where V = {vi}i=1,...,N consists of a set

of nodes and ei,j =< vi, vj >∈ E indicates an edge encoding the edge relationship

between the nodes. xi ∈ Xi is the textual feature associated with each node vi and

S = L ∪ U is the label information in the network, where L = {vi}i=1,··· ,L denotes

labeled nodes and U = {vi}i=L+1,··· ,N denotes unlabeled ones. Our aim is to learn a

neural network model from G to predict the class labels of the unlabeled nodes of

U in G.

3.4 Graph Ladder Networks

In this paper, I proposed a graph ladder networks (GLN) model for networked

data, which unifies the representation learning and classification into a single frame-

work. The proposed graph ladder networks model takes the advantage of ladder

networks to simultaneously minimize the sum of the supervised and unsupervised

cost function. To handle networked data with both structure and content informa-

tion, our GLN further employs the convolutional operation for networked data.

3.4.1 Overall Framework

Fig 3.1 shows the architecture of our graph ladder networks.The graph convolu-

tional network is employed as the building block of each layer in our archeticture.

Two feedforward paths, (x → z(1) → z(2) → y) and (x → z̃(1) → z̃(2) → ỹ) share

the mappings function f(•). The decoder (z̃(l) → ẑ(l) → x̂) aims to minimize the

gap between ẑ(l) and z(l) through the denoising functions g(l) and cost functions C(l)
d
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Figure 3.1 : A demonstration for a two-hidden-layer graph ladder network.
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on each layer.The output ỹ of the encoder can also be trained to match available

labels t(n). Given a network G = {V,E,X, S} with L labeled nodes and N − L

unlabeled nodes, the objective is to learn a function that models P (y|x) by using

both the labeled nodes and a large quantity of unlabeled nodes. In our graph ladder

networks, this function is a deep denoising autoencoder in which noise is injected

into all hidden layers and the objective function is a weighted sum of the super-

vised Cross Entropy cost on the top of the encoder and the unsupervised Square

Error costs at each layer of the decoder. Since all layers are corrupted by noise,

another encoder path with shared parameters is responsible for providing the clean

reconstruction targets.

In traditional ladder networks [26], the building block of each layer is a fully con-

nected neural network. This cannot be applied directly in networked data, because

networked data has both link and content information. To handle this problem, I

employ the most recently developed graph convolution network (GCN) [9], which

provides an natural way to integrates both structure and content information in the

spectral domain.

3.4.2 Graph Convolutional Network

The GCN extends the operation of convolution to networked data in the spectral

domain, and it is our building block for each layer in the graph ladder networks

(GLN). Given a network G = {V,E,X, S}, the edge information can be represented
as an adjacency matrix A, where Ai,j = 1 if ei,j ∈ E. Then the GCN takes the

content information X and adjacency matrix A as input, and learns a layer-wise

transformation by a spectral convolution function f(Z(l), A):

Z(l+1) = f(Z(l), A). (3.1)

Here, Z l ∈ Rn×m (n nodes and m features) is the input for convolution, and Z(l+1)

is the output after convolution. I will have Z0 = X for the problem. If f(Z(l), A) is
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well defined, I can build arbitrary deep convolutional neural networks efficiently.

In GCN, the function f(Z(l), A) is defined as:

f(Z(l), A) = σ(D̃−
1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2Z(l)W (l)), (3.2)

where Ã = A+ IN and D̃ii =
∑

j Ãij. σ is an activation function such as Relu(t) =

max(0, t) or sigmoid(t) = 1
1+et

. W l is a matrix of filter parameters we need to learn

in the neural network.

It is worth noting that GCN is proposed in [9], however, this method only con-

siders the supervised cost hence it does not effectively exploit the unlabeled data.

In our algorithm, I extend it into a more elegant framework, graph ladder networks,

to exploit both labeled and unlabeled data. The whole network will be directly fed

into a neural network model with extracting the matrix of node feature and the

adjacent matrix of self-connected vertexes and the loss function is defined by the

sum of the supervised loss with network Laplacian regularization loss [55, 56]:

L = Lo + λLreg (3.3)

where

Lreg =
∑
i,j

Ai,j ‖ f(Xi)− f(Xj) ‖2= f(X)��f(X). (3.4)

here X is the matrix of node feature vectors Xi and λ is a weighting parameter.

� = D − A indicates the unregulated network Laplacian of an indirect network

G = (V,E) where node vi ∈ V, edges (vi, vj) ∈ E. A ∈ R
N×N is an adjacency

matrix and Dij =
∑

j Aij. The propagation rule for a multi-layer Convolutional

network can be defined with below equation:

H l+1 = σ(Ď−
1
2 ǍĎ−

1
2H lW l) (3.5)

where Ǎ = A + IN denotes the self-connected undirected network G and IN is

the identity matrix. W l is a trainable layer weight matrix and Ďij =
∑

j Ǎij.
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The activation function, σ(•) , can be an analytic function like rectified linear unit

(ReLU). H(l) ∈ R
N×D is the activation of lth hidden layer.

3.4.3 Graph Ladder Networks

As demonstrated in Figure 1, the general framework of GLN consists of one clean

encoder, one corrupted encoder and one decoder:

x, z(1), z(2), ..., z(T ), y = Encoderclean(x), (3.6)

x̃, z̃(1), z̃(2), ..., z̃(T ), ỹ = Encodercorrupted(x), (3.7)

x̂, ẑ(1), ẑ(2), ..., ẑ(T ) = Decoder(z̃(1), ..., z̃(T )). (3.8)

where x, y, and ỹ are the input, clean output and corrupted output respectively,

while z(l), z̃(l) and ẑ(l) (l ∈ {1, · · · , T}) indicate the clean hidden representation,

corrupted hidden representation and the representation from decoder at layer l.

The objective function combines both supervised cost and unsupervised cost on the

networked data.

C = − 1

L

L∑
n=1

logP (ỹ = t(n) | x(n))

+
T∑
l=0

λl
Nml

N∑
n=1

‖ z(l)(n)− ẑ
(l)
BN(n) ‖2 .

(3.9)

The first term is the supervised cost which is calculated with the average negative

log probability of the noise output ỹ targeting available labels t(n) with the inputs

x(n), while the second, unsupervised denoising cost function, is the sum of the

reconstruction error of T layers. λl is the hyper-parameter which determines the

significance of the denoising cost, ml is the size of the layer and N is the number of

training instances.

I integrate the GCN into our graph ladder networks. According to Eq. (3.2), we

have

Z̃(l)
pre = D̃−

1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2 H̃(l−1)W (l). (3.10)
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where W (l) is a weight matrix between layer l − 1 and l. H̃(l−1) is the activation at

the layer l − 1. Then I perform the batch normalization on Z̃(l)
pre. Supposing z̃(l)pre is

one row in Z̃(l)
pre (i.e., the hidden representation for one node), I will normalize z̃(l)pre

in the mini-batch:

μ(l) = mean(z̃(l)pre), (3.11)

σ(l) = stdv(z̃(l)pre), (3.12)

z̃(l) =
z̃
(l)
pre − μ(l)

σ(l)
+N (0, σ2), (3.13)

h̃(l) = φ(λ(l)(z̃(l) + β(l))) (3.14)

I compute pre-activation z̃(l) by adding Gaussian noise. λ(l) and β(l) are adjusting

parameters for the activation function φ(·). It is easy to get a clean encoder by re-

moving the Gaussian noise N (0, σ2). For the decoder, I combine the layer ẑ(l+1) and

the corrupted z̃(l) to calculate the reconstruction ẑ(l) with the following equations:

U (l+1)
pre = D̃−

1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2 Ẑ(l+1)Q(l).

Then for each row u
(l+1)
pre in U (l+1)

pre , I perform batch normalization as follows:

μ(l+1) = mean(u(l+1)
pre ), (3.15)

σ(l+1) = stdv(u(l+1)
pre ), (3.16)

u(l+1) =
u
(l+1)
pre − μ(l+1)

σ(l+1)
, (3.17)

ẑ(l) = g(z̃(l), u(l+1)). (3.18)

where Q(l) is a weight matrix between layer l + 1 and l. The combination function

is computed with the following equation:

g(z̃(l), u(l+1)) = (z̃(l) − ω(u(l+1)))ψ(u(l+1)) + ω(u(l+1)) (3.19)

where ω and ψ are different weighting parameters. While taking a scalar view, the

batch normalized latent variable of decoder žBN can be computed with:

žBN =
ž − μ

σ
(3.20)
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where μ and σ are the batch mean and batch standard of the projection Zpre.

Two encoders are generated: one clean forward pass and one corrupted forward

pass, which generated clean z(l) and h(l) and corrupted ˆz(l) and ĥ(l) respectively.

Gaussian noise n is added to inputs and batch normalization in corruption part:

x̂ = ĥ(0) = x+ n(0) (3.21)

ẑ(l)pre = AW (l)Ĥ l−1, (3.22)

ẑ(l) = NB(ẑ
(l)
pre + nl), (3.23)

ĥ(l) = φ(τ (l)(ẑ(l) + β(l))). (3.24)

The value ẑ(l)pre is utilized in the decoder cost function Cu. H(l) ∈ R
N×D is the

activation of lth hidden layer. Backpropagation approach is applied to train the

parameters β(l), W (l) and τ (l) for optimized the final cost equation 3.9.

3.4.4 Convolutional Ladder

The nural network is a fully connected MLP which breaks the connections be-

tween the two encoders and decoder while denoises the representation at each level.

The convergence is iteratively improved through batch normalization. Specifically,

batch normalization in Convolutional Ladder is implemented by following formula-

tions:

z(l) = NB(AW
(l)h(l−1)) (3.25)

h(l) = φ(τ (l)(z(l) + β(l))), (3.26)

where l is the number of layers and there are layers l of latent variables z(l). h(0) =

input x and NB(xi) = (xi − μ̂xi
)/σ̂xi

indicates a batch normalization, where μ̂xi

and σ̂xi
represents the estimates calculated from the minibatch. φ(·) is the rectified

linear unit (ReLU) as the activation function, while τ (l) and β(l) are its parameters

varied during the training process.
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Encoders

Two encoders are generated: one clean forward pass and one corrupted forward

pass, which generate clean z(l) and h(l) and corrupted ˇz(l) and ȟ(l) respectively.

Gaussian noise n is added to inputs and batch normalization in corruption part:

x̌ = ȟ(0) = x+ n(0) (3.27)

ž(l)pre = AW (l)Ȟ l−1, (3.28)

ž(l) = NB(ž
(l)
pre + nl), (3.29)

ȟ(l) = φ(τ (l)(ž(l) + β(l))). (3.30)

The value ž(l)pre will be utilized in the decoder cost function and the supervised cost

Cc can be calculated with the average negative log probability, given athe inputs

x(n):

Cs = − 1

N

N∑
n=1

logP (y̌ = t(n) | x(n)), (3.31)

where y̌ is the noise output which matchs the target t(n).

Decoder

In decoder, based on the assumption of the latent variables are conditionaly

independent on the latent variables of the layer above. The distribution of latent

variables zl can be represented with conditionally independent Gaussian distribu-

tions:

3.5 Experimental Study

3.5.1 Dataset and Experiment Setting

Citeseer [14] is a popular and public publication dataset, presented by the

citation links between papers. Each paper is presented by a binary vector indicating
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Table 3.1 : Classification Results on Citeseer Dataset

Training

Ratio

Deep

Walk
PLSA

Text

Features

Naive

Combination
NetPLSA TADW

Ladder

Network
GLN

10% 0.524 54.1 0.583 0.61 0.587 0.706 0. 664 0.727

20% 0.547 58.3 0.664 0.667 0.616 0.719 0.707 0.742

30% 0.56 60.9 0.692 0.691 0.633 0.733 0.726 0.759

40% 0.565 62.1 0.712 0.708 0.640 0.737 0.739 0.760

50% 0.573 62.6 0.722 0.720 0.647 0.742 0.724 0.763

Figure 3.2 : Parameter study. From left to right, the impact on classification accuracy

when varying the number of units, learning rate and noise.

the presence of stop-words-removed corresponding words. The dataset consists of

3,312 papers with 4,732 links, with the papers belonging to six fields.

GLN Settings The neural network is established with 500 units in the hidden

layer while the decay starts from the 50th iteration. I also added 0.3 noise in the

training process. Through experimentation, I found that the learning rate and the

number of iterations are very effective for the final results. I aim to use the small

iteration number for the best results. In practice, I iterated 300 times with 0.0001

learning rate for all experiments.
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3.5.2 Baselines

GLN was compared to the following seven algorithms:

DeepWalk [13] learns representations of vertices in a network.

TADW [14] applies a matrix factorization based framework to merge text vectors

into network representation processing.

PLSA [32] aims to estimate the topic distribution in documents and the word dis-

tribution in topics.

Text Features [14] applies SVM on the text features.

Naive Combination [14] merges the text feature into DeepWalk.

NetPLSA [16] consider both textual and topological information for representa-

tion.

Ladder Networks [26]: It is a network representation algorithm that exploit the

text information only.

3.5.3 Classification Results

I conducted paper node classification and employed Accuracy as a metric, which

is the percentage of correctly prediction on the unlabeled dataset, to evaluate the

performance of GLN and all baselines. I varied the percentage of the random nodes

with labels from 10% to 50% and the rest were unlabeled. A SVM classifier was

applied to perform the classification for all baselines except the Ladder Network

algorithm. I varied the training ratio from 10% to 50% for the linear SVM and

GLN. The training and test set are randomly selected for each trial. I repeated each

trial 15 times and reported the average accuracy score. The detailed results are

recorded in Table 3.1. The GLN performed best among all comparing algorithms.

Taking 10% training data as an example, we can see that GLN achieved around

a 34.9% increase in accuracy compared to DeepWalk, 23.5% compared to PLSA,
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Figure 3.3 : The accuracy results of eight algorithms on dataset Citeseer

21.3% compared to Text Features, 15.9% compared to Naive Combination, 20.4%

compared to NetPLSA and 6.5% compared to Ladder Networks.

3.5.4 Parameter Study

I varied the noise rate from 0.0 to 0.9 and fixed the other parameters to observe

noise impact on the node classification accuracy. As is shown in Figure 3.2 , the

positive impact on accuracy is significant when I slightly added noise from 0 to 0.3.

But the difference was extremely small when I continued to add noise.

The value range of the learning rate is large, but it significantly impacts the final

results. So, I varied the learning rate with a large value range and tried to find its

pattern. Specifically, the learning rate was set from 0.00001 to 0.00009 and from

0.1 to 0.9. I also set it with 0.000001, 0.0001, 0.001 and 0.01 for rough checks. The

accuracy increased dramatically when the learning rate is in the range of 0.00001
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and 0.0001. Otherwise, the accuracy could drop down. As for the hidden layer,

The number of units varied from 50 to 1100. The accuracy sharply increased when

I added a number of units from 50 to 200 and the accuracy seems peaked when

each layer has 200 unites. The curve behind 200 slightly fluctuated but overall the

accuracy at this period is at a similar level.

3.6 Summary

In this paper, I proposed a graph ladder networks (GLN) algorithm for net-

worked data. I argue that most existing representation-based algorithms separate

the classification task into two phases which is not the best choice, and they can

only learn simple and linear representation for networked data. In this paper, I

propose an effective algorithm for jointly representing and classifying nodes in net-

worked data by developing a graph ladder networks architecture. By simultaneously

minimizing both supervised cost and unsupervised cost in the objective function,

the graph ladder networks provides an effective solution to exploit both labeled and

unlabeled data. By employing a graph convolution network, our algorithm can inte-

grate both structure and content into a unified framework for network classification.

based on simple neural network structures are unable to effectively leverage the deep

information of the networks. Although these are deep learning methods, especially

convolution neural network is outstanding in areas like image classification and pat-

tern recognition, the traditional convolution operations cannot effectively exploit

the unlabelled network data. Accordingly, I proposed a novel algorithm to explore

both labelled and unlabelled data with ladder network structure and employed the

graph convolution network architecture for exploiting network data. The experimen-

tal results illustrated the outstanding performance of our algorithm. The proposed

graph ladder network architecture offer a solution to simultaneously represent and

classify networked data and exploit both labelled and unlabelled data, which has
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been experimentally proved could enhance the performance of node classification on

the learned embedding.
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Chapter 4

Adversarially Regularized Graph Autoencoder

4.1 Motivations

Graph embedding converts graph data into a low dimensional, compact, and

continuous feature space. The key idea is to preserve the topological structure,

vertex content, and other side information [27]. This new learning paradigm has

shifted the tasks of seeking complex models for classification, clustering, and link

prediction to learning a robust representation of the graph data, so that any graph

analytic task can be easily performed by employing simple traditional models (e.g.,

a linear SVM for the classification task). This merit has motivated a number of

studies in this area [28, 29].

Graph embedding algorithms can be classified into three categories: probabilistic

models, matrix factorization-based algorithms, and deep learning-based algorithms.

Probabilistic models like DeepWalk [13], node2vec [30] and LINE [31] attempt to

learn graph embedding by extracting different patterns from the graph. The cap-

tured patterns or walks include global structural equivalence, local neighborhood

connectivities, and other various order proximities. Compared with classical meth-

ods such as Spectral Clustering [33], these graph embedding algorithms perform

more effectively and are scalable to large graphs.

Matrix factorization-based algorithms, such as GraRep [34], HOPE [35], M-NMF

[36] pre-process the graph structure into an adjacency matrix and get the embedding

by decomposing the adjacency matrix. Recently it has been shown that many prob-

abilistic algorithms are equivalent to matrix factorization approaches [38]. Deep
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learning approaches, especially autoencoder-based methods, are also widely stud-

ied for graph embedding. SDNE [41] and DNGR [42] employ deep autoencoders

to preserve the graph proximities and model positive pointwise mutual information

(PPMI). The MGAE algorithm utilizes a marginalized single layer autoencoder to

learn representation for clustering [11].

The approaches above are typically unregularized approaches which mainly focus

on preserving the structure relationship (probabilistic approaches), or minimizing

the reconstruction error (matrix factorization or deep learning methods). They have

mostly ignored the data distribution of the latent codes. In practice unregularized

embedding approaches often learn a degenerate identity mapping where the latent

code space is free of any structure [17], and can easily result in poor representation

in dealing with real-world sparse and noisy graph data. One common way to handle

this problem is to introduce some regularization to the latent codes and enforce

them to follow some prior data distribution (e.g. Gaussian Distribution and Uniform

Distribution) [17]. Recently generative adversarial based frameworks [57, 58, 59, 60]

have also been developed for learning robust latent representation. However, none

of these frameworks is specifically for graph data, where both topological structure

and content information are required to embed to a latent space.

Inspired by the way of processing noised graph data and avoiding the inferior

embedding, denoising autoencoder[61] recover the clean samples from the noised

ones to learn the robust embedding, which is the denoising criterion. Generative

adversarial based frameworks[57, 58, 59, 60] have also been implemented for learning

robust and multi-functional graph embedding, which have done well on image data

set[60] and text data set[62]. However, none of these frameworks is specifically

constructed for graph and able to naturally encode both topological structure and

the node content.
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In this paper, I propose a novel adversarial framework with two variants, namely

adversarially regularized graph autoencoder (ARGA) and adversarially regularized

variational graph autoencoder (ARVGA), for graph embedding. The theme of our

framework is to not only minimize the reconstruction errors of the graph structure

but also to enforce the latent codes to match a prior distribution. By exploiting

both graph structure and node content with a graph convolutional network, our

algorithms encodes the graph data in the latent space. With a decoder aiming at re-

constructing the topological graph information, I further incorporate an adversarial

training scheme to regularize the latent codes to learn a robust graph representation.

The adversarial training module aims to discriminate if the latent codes are from

a real prior distribution or from the graph encoder. The graph encoder learning

and adversarial regularization learning are jointly optimized in a unified framework

so that each can be beneficial to the other and finally lead to a better graph em-

bedding. The experimental results on benchmark datasets demonstrate the superb

performance of our algorithms on three unsupervised graph analytic tasks, namely

link prediction, node clustering, and graph visualization. The contributions can be

summarized below:

• I propose a novel adversarially regularized framework for graph embedding,
which represent topological structure and node content in a continuous vector

space. Our framework learns the embedding to minimize the reconstruction

error while enforcing the latent codes to match a prior distribution.

• I develop two variants of adversarial approaches, adversarially regularized

graph autoencoder (ARGA) and adversarially regularized variational graph au-

toencoder (ARVGA) to learn the graph embedding.

• Experiments on benchmark graph datasets demonstrate that our graph em-
bedding approaches outperforms the others on three unsupervised tasks.
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4.2 Most Related Works to Graph Autoencoder

Graph Embedding Models. From the perspective of information exploration,

graph embedding algorithms can be also separated into two groups: topological

embedding approaches and content enhanced embedding methods.

Topological embedding approaches assume that there is only topological struc-

ture information available, and the learning objective is to maximally preserve the

topological information. Inspired by the word embedding approach [22], Perozzi et

al. propose a DeepWalk model to learn the node embedding from a collection of ran-

dom walks [13]. Since then, a number of probabilistic models such as node2vec [30]

and LINE [31] have been developed. As a graph can be mathematically represented

as an adjacency matrix, many matrix factorization approaches such as GraRep [34],

HOPE [35], M-NMF [36] are proposed to learn the latent representation for a graph.

Recently deep learning models have been widely exploited to learn the graph em-

bedding. These algorithms preserve the first and second order of proximities [41],

or reconstruct the positive pointwise mutual information (PPMI) [42] via different

variants of autoencoders.

Most previous work focus on persevering one type of information and graph

structure analysis-based ones are more prevalent. Doc2Vec[23] and Word2Vec un-

veil the power of deep learning in natural language processing (NLP) applications.

DeepWalk[13] follows the trajectory of Doc2Vec and leans the embedding of each

node from a corpus of randomly generated walks of the graph by regarding each walk

as a sentence in a document. These algorithms only leverage the graph structure,

never considering any features associated with each node.

Bog Of Words(BOW) and topic model support early content based approaches

to embed each content document into a low-dimensional vector without viewing

contextual features like the order of documents or the order of words. To lever-
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age the contextual information, algorithms like skip-gram[22] and skip-thought[50]

learn the embedding of words by taking a window-size of consecutive words in the

sentences of a document. However, the exponentially increasing number of features

always significantly cost the training time and weaken the performance of these

algorithms. Recurrent neural network (RNN) allow algorithms like gated recur-

rent unit(GRU)[63] and long short term memory(LSTM)[49] to capture long-term

dependence with internal memory for processing arbitrary textual sequences.

Content enhanced embedding methods assume node content information is avail-

able and exploit both topological information and content features simultaneously.

TADW [14] proved that DeepWalk can be interpreted as a factorization approach

and proposed an extension to DeepWalk to explore node features. TriDNR [25] cap-

tures structure, node content, and label information via a tri-party neural network

architecture. UPP-SNE employs an approximated kernel mapping scheme to exploit

user profile features to enhance the embedding learning of users in social networks

[64].

Although these algorithms are well-designed for graph-structured data, they

largely ignore the latent distribution of the embedding, which may result in poor

representation in practice. In this paper, I explore adversarial training methods to

address this issue.

Adversarial Models. Our method is motivated by the generative adversarial net-

work (GAN) [65]. GAN plays an adversarial game with two linked models: the

generator G and the discriminator D. The discriminator can be a multi-layer per-
ceptron which discriminates if an input sample comes from the data distribution or

from the generator. Simultaneously, the generator is trained to generate the samples

to convince the discriminator that the generated samples come from the prior data

distribution. The generator leverage the gradient from discriminator to update itself
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and touch up its parameters. Normally, the training process has been split into two

moments: (1) Train the discriminator D for iterations to distinguish the samples
from the expected data distribution from the samples generated via the generator.

Then (2) train the generator to confuse the discriminator with its generated ones.

However, the original GAN does not fit the unsupervised graph embedding, as the

absence of precise structure for inference. Due to its effectiveness in many unsuper-

vised tasks, recently a number of algorithms have been proposed including BiGAN

[57], EBGAN [58] and ALI [59]. To implement adversarial structure in learning

graph embedding, existing works like BiGAN[57], EBGAN[58] and ALI[59] arrive

at extending the original adversarial framework with external structures for the

inference, which have achieved non-negligible performance in applications, such as

document retrieval[62] and image classification[57]. Other solutions like DCGAN[60]

and AIDW[66], manage to generating the embedding from the discriminator or gen-

erator for semi-supervised and supervised tasks via reconstructed layers.

Recently Makhzani et al. proposed an adversarial autoencoder (AAE) to learn

the latent embedding by merging the adversarial mechanism into the autoencoder

[17]. However, it is designed for general data rather than graph data. Dai et al.

applied the adversarial mechanism to graphs. However, their approach can only

exploit the topological information [66]. In contrast, our algorithm is more flexible

and can handle both topological and content information for graph data.

Makhzani et al constructed the adversarial autoencoder (AAE) to learn the em-

bedding from generator for unsupervised tasks by merging the adversarial mech-

anism into the autoencoder [17]. Specifically, AAE treats the latent code vector

(embedding neurons) from the encoder of a deep autoencoder as the input of the

discriminator. In this case, the generator of the adversarial network is also the

encoder of the deep autoencoder. Similarly, the adversarial network and the au-

toencoder of AAE are jointly trained with two stages: reconstruction stage and
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regularization stage. Reconstruction stage updates the autoencoder through min-

imizing the reconstruction cost between the input of encoder and the outcome of

the decoder. Regularization stage updates the discriminator net by differentiating

the positive samples from the expected data distribution from the negative samples

(embedding vector from the autoencoder). With trained discriminator, the adver-

sarial net update the generator(which is the encoder of the autoencoder) by fooling

its discriminative net.

Adervarsial Models like GAN and AAE have achieved impressive success on im-

age classification and generative tasks on the unsupervised learning, however due to

the limitation of normal multi-layer perceptron structure, they cannot effectively and

directly handle the graph-structured data. In this paper, I exploit the adversarial

training scheme to graph data to learn a robust graph embedding.

Graph Convolutional Nets based Models

Graph convolutional networks (GCN) [9] is a semi-supervised framework based

on a variant of convolutional neural networks, which attempt to directly operate

the graphs. Specifically, the GCN represents the graph structure and the interre-

lationship between node and feature with an adjacent matrix A and node-feature

matrix X. Hence, GCN can directly embed the graph structure with a spectral

convolutional function f(X,A) for each layer and train the model on a supervised

target for all labelled nodes, which shuns the specific the regularization of graph in

the cost function. Because of spectral function f(•) on the adjacent matrix A of

the graph, the model is able to distribute the gradient from the supervised cost and

learn the embedding of both the labelled and unlabelled nodes. The technical details

are described in the chapter 4.2. Although GCN is powerful with graph-structured

data sets on semi-supervised tasks like node classification, variational graph au-

toencoder VGAE [43] extends it into unsupervised implements with outstanding
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Figure 4.1 : The architecture of the adversarially regularized graph autoencoder

(ARGA).

performance on link prediction. VGAE implements the GCN into the variational

autoencoder framework [44] by framing the encoder with graph convolutional layers

and remolding the decoder with a simple inner production calculation layer. Taking

the advantage of GCN layers, VGAE can naturally leverage the information of node

features, which significantly improve the predictive performance.

4.3 Problem Definition and Framework

A graph is represented as G = {V,E,X}, where V = {vi}i = 1, · · · , n consists

of a set of nodes in a graph and ei,j =< vi,vj >∈ E represents a linkage encoding

the citation edge between the nodes. The topological structure of graph G can

be represented by an adjacency matrix A, where Ai,j = 1 if ei,j ∈ E, otherwise

Ai,j = 0. xi ∈ X indicates the content features associated with each node vi.

Given a graph G, our purpose is to map the nodes vi ∈ V to low-dimensional

vectors zi ∈ d with the formal format as follows: f : (A,X) � Z, where z�i is the

i-th row of the matrix Z ∈ n×d. n is the number of nodes and d is the dimension

of embedding. I take Z as the embedding matrix and the embeddings should well

preserve the topological structure A as well as content information X .
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4.3.1 Overall Framework

Our objective is to learn a robust embedding given a graph G = {V,E,X}. To
this end, I leverage an adversarial architecture with a graph autoencoder to directly

process the entire graph and learn a robust embedding. Figure 4.1 demonstrates

the workflow of ARGA which consists of two modules: the graph autoencoder and

the adversarial network. The upper tier is a graph convolutional autoencoder that

reconstructs a graph A from an embedding Z which is generated by the encoder

which exploits graph structure A and the node content matrix X. The lower tier

is an adversarial network trained to discriminate if a sample is generated from the

embedding or from a prior distribution. The adversarially regularized variational

graph autoencoder (ARVGA) is similar to ARGA except that it employs a varia-

tional graph autoencoder in the upper tier (See Algorithm 1 for details).

• Graph convolutional autoencoder. The autoencoder takes in the structure

of graph A and the node content X as inputs to learn a latent representation

Z, and then reconstructs the graph structure A from Z.

• Adversarial regularization. The adversarial network forces the latent codes

to match a prior distribution by an adversarial training module, which discrim-

inates whether the current latent code zi ∈ Z comes from the encoder or from

the prior distribution.

4.4 Proposed Algorithm

4.4.1 Graph convolutional autoencoder

The graph convolutional autoencoder aims to embed a graph G = {V,E,X} in
a low-dimensional space. Two key questions arise (1) how to integrate both graph

structure A and node content X in an encoder, and (2) what sort of information

should be reconstructed via a decoder?
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Graph Convolutional Encoder Model G(X,A). To represent both graph

structure A and node content X in a unified framework, I develop a variant of the

graph convolutional network (GCN) [9] as a graph encoder. Our graph convolutional

network (GCN) extends the operation of convolution to graph data in the spectral

domain, and learns a layer-wise transformation by a spectral convolution function

f(Z(l),A|W(l)):

Z(l+1) = f(Z(l),A|W(l)) (4.1)

Here, Zl is the input for convolution, and Z(l+1) is the output after convolution. We

have Z0 = X ∈ Rn×m (n nodes and m features) for the problem. W(l) is a matrix

of filter parameters we need to learn in the neural network. If f(Z(l),A|W(l)) is well

defined, we can build arbitrary deep convolutional neural networks efficiently.

Each layer of our graph convolutional network can be expressed with the function

f(Z(l),A|W(l)) as follows:

f(Z(l),A|W(l)) = φ(D̃−
1
2 ÃD̃−

1
2Z(l)W(l)), (4.2)

where Ã = A + I and D̃ii =
∑

j Ãij. I is the identity matrix of A and φ is an

activation function such as Relu(t) = max(0, t) or sigmoid(t) = 1
1+et

. Overall, the

graph encoder G(X,A) is constructed with a two-layer GCN. In this paper, I develop

two variants of encoder, e.g., Graph Encoder and Variational Graph Encoder.

The Graph Encoder is constructed as follows:

Z(1) = fRelu(X,A|W(0)); (4.3)

Z(2) = flinear(Z
(1),A|W(1)). (4.4)

Relu(·) and linear activation functions are used for the first and second layers. Our

graph convolutional encoder G(Z,A) = q(Z|X,A) encodes both graph structure

and node content into a representation Z = q(Z|X,A) = Z(2).
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A Variational Graph Encoder is defined by an inference model:

q(Z|X,A) =
n∏
i=1

q(zi|X,A), (4.5)

q(zi|X,A) = N (zi|µi, diag(σ2)) (4.6)

Here, µ = Z(2) is the matrix of mean vectors zi ; similarly logσ = flinear(Z
(1),A|W′(1))

which share the weights W(0) with µ in the first layer in Eq. (4.3).

Decoder Model. Our decoder model is used to reconstruct the graph data. I can

reconstruct either the graph structure A, content information X, or both. In this

paper, I propose to reconstruct graph structure A, which provides more flexibility

in the sense that our algorithm will still function properly even if there is no content

information X available (e.g., X = I). The decoder p(Â|Z) predicts whether there

is a link between two nodes. More specifically, I train a link prediction layer based

on the graph embedding:

p(Â|Z) =
n∏
i=1

n∏
j=1

p(Âij|zi, zj); (4.7)

p(Âij = 1|zi, zj) = sigmoid(z>i , zj), (4.8)

Graph Autoencoder Model. The embedding Z and the reconstructed graph

Â can be presented as follows:

Â = sigmoid(ZZ>), here Z = q(Z|X,A) (4.9)

Optimization. For the graph encoder, I minimize the reconstruction error of the

graph data by:

L0 = Eq(Z|(X,A))[log p(A|Z)] (4.10)

For the variational graph encoder, I optimize the variational lower bound as follows:

L1 = Eq(Z|(X,A))[log p(A|Z)]−KL[q(Z|X,A) ‖ p(Z)] (4.11)

where KL[q(•)||p(•)] is the Kullback-Leibler divergence between q(•) and p(•). I

also take a Gaussian prior p(Z) =
∏

i p(zi) =
∏

iN (zi|0, I).
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4.4.2 Adversarial Model D(Z)

The key idea of our model is to enforce latent representation Z to match a prior

distribution, which is achieved by an adversarial training model. The adversarial

model is built on a standard multi-layer perceptron (MLP) where the output layer

only has one dimension with a sigmoid function. The adversarial model acts as a

discriminator to distinguish whether a latent code is from the prior pz (positive) or

from graph encoder G(X,A) (negative). By minimizing the cross-entropy cost for

training the binary classifier, the embedding will finally be regularized and improved

during the training process. The cost can be computed as follows:

−1

2
Ez∼pz logD(Z)− 1

2
EXlog(1−D(G(X,A))), (4.12)

In this paper, I use simple Gaussian distribution as pz.

Adversarial Graph Autoencoder Model. The equation for training the

encoder model with Discriminator D(Z) can be written as follows:

min
G

max
D
Ez∼pz [logD(Z)] +Ex∼p(x)[log(1−D(G(X,A)))] (4.13)

where G(X,A) and D(Z) indicate the generator and discriminator explained above.

4.4.3 Algorithm Explanation

Algorithm 1 is our proposed framework. Given a graph G, the step 2 gets the

latent variables matrix Z from the graph convolutional encoder. Then I take the

same number of samples from the generated Z and the real data distribution pz in

step 4 and 5 respectively, to update the discriminator with the cross-entropy cost

computed in step 6. After K runs of training the discriminator, the graph encoder

will try to confuse the trained discriminator and update itself with generated gra-

dient in step 7. I can update Eq. (4.10) to train the adversarially regularized

graph autoencoder (ARGA), or Eq. (4.11) to train the adversarially regu-
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Algorithm 1 Adversarially Regularized Graph Embedding
Require:

G = {V,E,X}: a Graph with links and features;

T : the number of iterations;

K: the number of steps for iterating discriminator;

d: the dimension of the latent variable

Ensure: Z ∈ �n×d

1: for iterator = 1,2,3, · · · · · · , T do

2: Generate latent variables matrix Z through Eq.(4.4);

3: for k = 1,2, · · · · · · , K do

4: Sample m entities {z(1), . . . , z(m)} from latent matrix Z

5: Sample m entities {a(1), . . . , a(m)} from the prior distribution pz

6: Update the discriminator with its stochastic gradient:

� 1

m

m∑
i=1

[log D(ai) + log (1−D(z(i)))]

7: end forend for

8: Update the graph autoencoder with its stochastic gradient by Eq. (4.10) for ARGA

or Eq. (4.11) for ARVGA;

9: end forend for

10: return Z ∈ �n×d
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larized variational graph autoencoder (ARVGA), respectively. Finally, the

graph embedding Z ∈ Rn×d will be returned in step 8.

4.5 Experiments

I report experiment results on three unsupervised graph analytic tasks: link

prediction, node clustering, and graph visualization. The benchmark graph datasets

used in the paper are summarized in Table 1. Each data set consists of scientific

publications as nodes and citation relationships as edges. The features are unique

words in each document.

Table 4.1 : Real-world Graph Datasets Used in the Paper

Data Set # Nodes # Links # Content Words # Features

Cora 2,708 5,429 3,880,564 1,433

Citeseer 3,327 4,732 12,274,336 3,703

PubMed 19,717 44,338 9,858,500 500

4.5.1 Link Prediction

Baselines. I compared the proposed algorithms against state-of-the-art algo-

rithms for the link prediction task:

• DeepWalk [13]: is a network representation approach which encodes social

relations into a continuous vector space.

• Spectral Clustering [33]: is an effective approach for learning social embed-

ding.

• GAE∗: is an autoencoder based unsupervised framework for graph data. ∗
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version does not consider the node features, only leveraging the topological

information source.

• VGAE∗: is a Variational autoencoder based unsupervised framework for

graph data. ∗ version does not consider the node features, only leveraging

the topological information source.

• GAE [43]: is the most recent autoencoder-based unsupervised framework for

graph data, which naturally leverages both topological and content informa-

tion.

• VGAE [43]: is a variational graph autoencoder approach for graph embedding

with both topological and content information.

• ARGA: Our proposed adversarially regularized autoencoder algorithm which

uses graph autoencoder to learn the embedding.

• ARVGA: Our proposed algorithm, which uses a variational graph autoen-

coder to learn the embedding.

Metric. I report the results in terms of AUC score (the area under the ROC

curve) and average precision (AP) [43] score. I conduct each experiment 10 times and

report the mean values with the standard errors as the final scores. Each dataset is

separated into a training, testing set and validation set. The validation set contains

5% citation edges for hyperparameter optimization, the test set holds 10% citation

edges to verify the performance, and the rest are used for training.

Parameter Settings. For DeepWalk, I stick with the described setting of each

epoch in the paper: 128 embedding dimension, 10 random walks with 80 length every

node. Spectral Clustering has the same 128 embedding dimension as DeepWalk. For

Graph Autoencoder(GAE) related algorithms, I initialize their weights at each layer
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with a commonly used heuristic:

W ∼ U [− 1√
n
,

1√
n

] (4.14)

whereW is the weights of each layer and U [−a, a] indicates the uniform distribution

with the window size (-a,a). n is the number of neurones in the previous layer.

For the Cora and Citeseer data sets, I train all autoencoder-related models for 200

iterations and optimize them with the Adam algorithm. Both learning rate and

discriminator learning rate are set as 0.001. As the PubMed data set is relatively

large (around 20,000 nodes), I iterate 2,000 times for an adequate training with a

0.008 discriminator learning rate and 0.001 learning rate. I construct encoders with

a 32-neuron hidden layer and a 16-neuron embedding layer for all the experiments

and all the discriminators are built with two hidden layers(16-neuron, 64-neuron

respectively). For the rest of the baselines, I retain to the settings described in the

corresponding papers.

Metrics

For link prediction, I report the AUC score shorted for area under a receiver

operating characteristic (ROC) curve which can be computed as follow:

AUC =
∑1

i

∑1
j pred(xi)>pred(yj)

N∗M

where pred(•) is the outputs from the predictor and N and M are the number of

positive samples X 3 xi and the number of negative samples Y 3 yj respectively. I

also report the Average Precision(AP) which indicates the area under the precision-

recall curve. The calculation of AP as follow:

Precision = true_positive
true_positive+false_positive

AveragePrecision(AP ) =
∑

k Precision(k)

#{positive_sample}
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where k is an index if positive sample.

Practically I make use of the functions of roc_auc_score() and average_precision_score()

from sklearn.metrics to achieve the AUC and AP.

Experimental Results. The details of the experimental results on the link

prediction are shown in Table 2. The results show that by incorporating an effective

adversarial training module into our graph convolutional autoencoder, ARGA and

ARVGA achieve outstanding performance: all AP and AUC scores are as higher as

92% on all three data sets. Compared with all the baselines, ARGE increased the

AP score from around 2.5% compared with VGAE incorporating with node features,

11% compared with VGAE without node features; 15.5% and 10.6% compared with

DeepWalk and Spectral Clustering respectively on the large PubMed data set .

Parameter Study. I vary the dimension of embedding from 8 neurons to 1024

and report the results in Fig 4.2.

The results from both Fig 4.2 (A) and (B) reveal similar trends: when adding the

dimension of embedding from 8-neuron to 16-neuron, the performance of embedding

on link prediction steadily rises; but when I further increase the number of the

neurons at the embedding layer to 32-neuron, the performance fluctuates however

the results for both the AP score and the AUC score remain good.

It is worth mentioning that if I continue to set more neurons, for examples,

64-neuron, 128-neuron and 1024-neuron, the performance rises markedly.

4.5.2 Node Clustering

For the node clustering task, I first learn the graph embedding, and then perform

K-means clustering algorithm based on the embedding.

Baselines I compare both embedding based approaches as well as approaches di-

rectly for graph clustering. Except for the baselines I compared for link prediction,
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Figure 4.2 : Average performance on different dimensions of the embedding. (A)

Average Precision score; (B) AUC score.

Table 4.2 : Results for Link Prediction. GAE∗ and VGAE∗ are variants of GAE

and VGAE, which only explore topological structure, i.e., X = I.

Approaches Cora Citeseer PubMed

AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP

SC 84.6 ± 0.01 88.5 ± 0.00 80.5 ± 0.01 85.0 ± 0.01 84.2 ± 0.02 87.8 ± 0.01

DW 83.1 ± 0.01 85.0 ± 0.00 80.5 ± 0.02 83.6 ± 0.01 84.4 ± 0.00 84.1 ± 0.00

GAE∗ 84.3 ± 0.02 88.1 ± 0.01 78.7 ± 0.02 84.1 ± 0.02 82.2 ± 0.01 87.4 ± 0.00

VGAE∗ 84.0 ± 0.02 87.7 ± 0.01 78.9 ± 0.03 84.1 ± 0.02 82.7 ± 0.01 87.5 ± 0.01

GAE 91.0 ± 0.02 92.0 ± 0.03 89.5 ± 0.04 89.9 ± 0.05 96.4 ± 0.00 96.5 ± 0.00

VGAE 91.4 ± 0.01 92.6 ± 0.01 90.8 ± 0.02 92.0 ± 0.02 94.4 ± 0.02 94.7 ± 0.02

ARGE 92.4 ± 0.003 93.2 ± 0.003 91.9 ± 0.003 93.0± 0.003 96.8 ± 0.001 97.1 ± 0.001

ARVGE 92.4 ± 0.004 92.6 ± 0.004 92.4 ± 0.003 93.0 ± 0.003 96.5± 0.001 96.8± 0.001

ARGEgd 74.5 ± 0.003 74.3 ± 0.003 69.1 ± 0.003 68.4± 0.003 93.3 ± 0.001 92.0 ± 0.001

ARV GEgd 73.1 ± 0.004 70.1 ± 0.004 69.3 ± 0.003 62.6 ± 0.003 92.3± 0.001 91.0 ± 0.001

Figure 4.3 : The Cora data visualization comparison. From left to right: graphs from

our ARGA, VGAE, GAE, and DeepWalk. The different colors represent different

groups.
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and also include baselines which are designed for clustering: Twelve approaches in

total are compared in the experiments. For a comprehensive validation, I take the

algorithms which only consider one perspective of information source, say, network

structure or node content, while these consider both.

Node Content or Graph Structure Only:

i. K-means is a classical method and also the foundation of many clustering

algorithms.

ii. Big-Clam [33] is a non-negative matrix factorization algorithm for community

detection.

iii. Graph Encoder [67] learns graph embedding for spectral graph clustering.

iv. DNGR [42] trains a stacked denoising autoencoder for graph embedding.

Both Content and Structure

v. Circles [68] is an overlapping graph clustering algorithm which treats each

node as an ego and builds the ego graph with the linkages between the ego’s

friends.

vi. RTM [69] learns the topic distributions of each document from both text and

citation.

vii. RMSC [70] is a multi-source clustering algorithm which recovers the shared

low-rank transition probability matrix from each source to conduct the clus-

tering. In this paper, node content and topological structure are treated as

two sources of information.

viii. TADW [14] applies matrix factorization for network representation learning.
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Here the first three algorithms only exploit the graph structures, while the last three

algorithms use both graph structure and node content for the graph clustering task.

Metrics: Following [70], I employ five metrics to validate the clustering results:

accuracy (Acc), normalized mutual information (NMI), precision, F-score (F1) and

average rand index (ARI).

Experimental Results. The clustering results on the Cora and Citeseer data

sets are given in Table 3 and Table 4. The results show that ARGA and ARVGA

have achieved a dramatic improvement on all five metrics compared with all the

other baselines. For instance, on Citeseer, ARGA has increased the accuracy from

6.1% compared with K-means to 154.7% compared with GraphEncoder; increased

the F1 score from 31.9% compared with TADW to 102.2% compared with Deep-

Walk; and increased NMI from 14.8% compared with K-means to 124.4% compared

with VGAE. The wide margin in the results between ARGE and GAE (and the

others) has further proved the superiority of our adversarially regularized graph

autoencoder.

4.5.3 Graph Visualization

I visualize the Cora data in a two-dimensional space by applying the t-SNE

algorithm [71] on the learned embedding. The results in Fig 3 validate that by

applying adversarial training to the graph data, I can obtained a more meaningful

layout of the graph data.

The results of classfication on Citeseer data set are visualized with Figure 3. Each

color of nodes indicates a document class and the fine lines are the citation links

between nodes. The nodes from different groups mixed significantly by DeepWalk,

while the color in different classes are relatively clearer for GAE and VAGE, but

still not as clear as the result from ARGA and ARVGA.
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Table 4.3 : Clustering Results on Cora

Cora Acc NMI F1 Precision ARI

K-means 0.492 0.321 0.368 0.369 0.230

Spectral 0.367 0.127 0.318 0.193 0.031

BigClam (•) 0.272 0.007 0.281 0.180 0.001

GraphEncoder 0.325 0.109 0.298 0.182 0.006

DeepWalk 0.484 0.327 0.392 0.361 0.243

DNGR 0.419 0.318 0.340 0.266 0.142

Circles 0.607 0.404 0.469 0.501 0.362

RTM 0.440 0.230 0.307 0.332 0.169

RMSC 0.407 0.255 0.331 0.227 0.090

TADW 0.560 0.441 0.481 0.396 0.332

GAE∗ (•) 0.439 0.291 0.417 0.453 0.209

VGAE∗ (•) 0.443 0.239 0.425 0.430 0.175

GAE 0.596 0.429 0.595 0.596 0.347

VGAE 0.609 0.436 0.609 0.609 0.346

ARGE 0.640 0.449 0.619 0.646 0.352

ARVGE 0.638 0.450 0.627 0.624 0.374

ARGEgd 0.624 0.464 0.602 0.626 0.395

ARV GEgd 0.711 0.506 0.690 0.692 0.487
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Table 4.4 : Clustering Results on Citeseer

Citeseer Acc NMI F1 Precision ARI

K-means 0.540 0.305 0.409 0.405 0.279

Spectral 0.239 0.056 0.299 0.179 0.010

BigClam (•) 0.250 0.036 0.288 0.182 0.007

GraphEncoder 0.225 0.033 0.301 0.179 0.010

DeepWalk 0.337 0.088 0.270 0.248 0.092

DNGR 0.326 0.180 0.300 0.200 0.044

Circles 0.572 0.301 0.424 0.409 0.293

RTM 0.451 0.239 0.342 0.349 0.203

RMSC 0.295 0.139 0.320 0.204 0.049

TADW 0.455 0.291 0.414 0.312 0.228

GAE∗ (•) 0.281 0.066 0.277 0.315 0.038

VGAE∗ (•) 0.304 0.086 0.292 0.331 0.053

GAE 0.408 0.176 0.372 0.418 0.124

VGAE 0.344 0.156 0.308 0.349 0.093

ARGE 0.573 0.350 0.546 0.573 0.341

ARVGE 0.544 0.261 0.529 0.549 0.245

ARGEgd 0.624 0.448 0.607 0.630 0.386

ARV GEgd 0.572 0.315 0.548 0.564 0.297
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Table 4.5 : Clustering Results on Pubmed

Citeseer Acc NMI F1 Precision ARI

K-means 0.398 0.001 0.195 0.579 0.002

Spectral 0.403 0.042 0.271 0.498 0.002

BigClam (•) 0.250 0.036 0.288 0.182 0.007

DeepWalk 0.684 0.279 0.670 0.686 0.299

DNGR 0.458 0.155 0.467 0.629 0.054

Circles 0.572 0.301 0.424 0.409 0.293

RTM 0.574 0.194 0.444 0.455 0.148

TADW 0.354 0.001 0.335 0.336 0.001

GAE∗ (•) 0.581 0.196 0.569 0.636 0.162

VGAE∗ (•) 0.504 0.162 0.504 0.631 0.088

GAE 0.672 0.277 0.660 0.684 0.279

VGAE 0.630 0.229 0.634 0.630 0.213

ARGE 0.668 0.305 0.656 0.699 0.295

ARVGE 0.690 0.290 0.678 0.694 0.306

ARGEgd 0.666 0.268 0.666 0.680 0.269

ARV GEgd 0.709 0.317 0.698 0.710 0.342
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Above results have proved that incorporating adversarial mechanism into graph

autoencoder could essentially enhance the performance on the tasks like link pre-

diction. Explain more the potential reasons why it works so well..

4.6 Summary

In this paper, I proposed a novel adversarial graph embedding framework for

graph data. I argue that most existing graph embedding algorithms are unregu-

larized methods that ignore the data distributions of the latent representation and

suffer from inferior embedding in real-world graph data. I proposed an adversar-

ial training scheme to regularize the latent codes and enforce the latent codes to

match a prior distribution. The adversarial module is jointly learned with a graph

convolutional autoencoder to produce a robust representation. Experiment results

demonstrated that by introducing the adversarial mechanism into graph convolu-

tional autoencoder can significantly improve the quality of embedding of the graph

and enhance its performance on unsupervised tasks.
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Chapter 5

Universal Representation for Heterogeneous
Information Graphs

Figure 5.1 : An illustrated example of a heterogeneous publication graph.

5.1 Motivations

However, the majority of real world information graphs are heterogeneous and

multi-relational, with many examples in same areas mentioned above, such as DNA-

protein interaction graphs[18] in medicine or complete publication graphs[19, 20, 21]

in academic engines. The sources of nodes in these information graphs vary but are

interrelated. For instance, one example of a DNA-protein interaction graph consists

of two sources of nodes, DNA and proteins, and each source of homogeneous nodes

is profiled by an independent graph structure based on their inner reactions, say, a

DNA graph structure and a protein graph structure. Furthermore, the interactions
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between the heterogeneous nodes (DNA and protein) provide a more comprehensive,

but complex, multi-relational heterogeneous graph, with different sources of nodes,

graph structures and node contents. Publication graphs have the same characteris-

tics: two different sources of nodes (papers and authors) with two independent graph

expressions (paper citation graphs and author collaboration graphs) respectively ac-

cording to their inner-reactions, while papers and authors are naturally connected

by a heterogeneous graph because of their inherent publication correlations.

The obvious variety and complexity of multi-relational heterogeneous informa-

tion graphs (MHIG) limit existing graph representation methods in two ways: (1)

They can only leverage one perspective of data - either the graph structure or the

node content - which simply ignores the integrity of the graph. (2) The final learned

representation can only represent one of the sources of information - either the DNA

or the protein in DNA-protein interaction graphs; or the papers or the authors in

publication graphs. Most previous efforts have concentrated on persevering either

the graph structure or the node content. Graph structure analysis-based methods

are the more prevalent. Two very popular neural graph language models were pro-

posed in [22, 23], where deep learning techniques revealed advantages in natural

language processing applications. Inspired by that, a DeepWalk algorithm was pro-

posed in [24] that learns latent representations of vertices from a corpus of generated

random walks in graph data. These algorithms only input graph structures, without

considering any content information affiliated with each node.

Early content-based algorithms employ approaches like, topic model and bag-of-

words, to encode each content document into a vector without considering contextual

information (i.e., the order of documents or the order of words), or sub-optimizing

the representations. To acquire the contextual information, features are modeled

using context-preserving algorithms [22, 45, 46, 47, 48] with a certain amount of

consecutive words to represent a document. Obviously, an exponentially increas-
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ing number of content features for these algorithms will dramatically increase the

training time and weaken performance.

Within neural graph architectures, alternative algorithms like skip-gram [22]

input a certain window of consecutive words in the sentences of a document to learn

the representation of words. Recurrent neural network-based models, say, long short

term memory(LSTM)[49] and gated recurrent unit(GRU) [50] are able to capture

long term dependencies using internal memory to process arbitrary sequences of text

input.

Either graph structure exploration approaches or text analysis based ones with

three obvious drawbacks identified in the mentioned algorithms: (1) only one source

of the entire graph information has been leveraged, which lowers representation

accuracy; (2) learned representations from these algorithms can only represent one

type of graph data (i.e., representations from a citation graph only represent papers,

but ignore authors and venues); and (3) the algorithms are unsupervised. No labeled

data are even available to use, which misses the opportunity to enhance performance

in tasks like classification.

Recently, some methods have attempted to simultaneously consider graph struc-

tures and node content information. TADW [14] proves that DeepWalk [24] can

be processed by factorizing an approximate probability matrix where one node ran-

domly walks to another in certain steps, and incorporates with feature vectors by

factorizing a word-association matrix. However, this algorithm is unsuit for pro-

cessing large-scale data because matrix factorization is computationally expensive.

It also ignores the contextual information in nodes. TriDNR [25] smoothly solves

this problem simultaneously by learning the graph structure and node contents in

a neural network architecture. However, TriDNR only leverages one source of the

graph structure and the output only represents one type of graph data. The chal-
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lenges facing complete graph data input into universal representation learning are

listed below:

i. Comprehensively integrate and feed the complete graph data with heteroge-

neous but multi-relational node graph structures, node contents and labels;

ii. Generate a universal representation for all source of information in heteroge-

neous graph data.

In this paper, I propose a UGRA, a universal representation model in heteroge-

neous graphs, which uses mutually enhanced neural network architectures to learn

representations for all sources of nodes (DNA and proteins in DNA-protein interac-

tion graphs/networks; papers and authors in publication graphs) for input hetero-

geneous graphs. From the perspective of graph structures, the UGRA jointly learns

the relationship among homogeneous nodes and the connections among heteroge-

neous nodes by maximizing the probability of discovering neighboring nodes given a

node in random walks. From the perspective of node content, the UGRA captures

the correlations between nodes and content by exploiting the co-occurrence of word

sequences given a node.

To summarize, our contributions are as follows:

i. I propose a novel graph representation model that simultaneously leverages

different sources of graph structures, node contents and labels in one hetero-

geneous graph; I propose a novel graph representation algorithm that simul-

taneously generates representations for different sources of nodes in a hetero-

geneous graph;

ii. I conduct a suite of experiments from different perspectives on real world data

sets. The results of accuracy tests prove the effectiveness of our proposed
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UGRA, and a case study practically shows the implementation of the UGRA

in a real world setting.

An example demonstrating how the UGRA works in a multi-relational information

graph is shown in Fig. 5.1. The graph consists of three different sources of nodes

(authors, papers and venues) with two independent graph expressions(a paper ci-

tation graph and an author collaboration graph) according to their inner-reactions.

Papers, authors and venues are naturally connected within a heterogeneous graph

because of their inherent publication correlations. I also leverage the content infor-

mation of the nodes (the title and abstracts of the papers).The graph representation

is learned from the complete heterogeneous publication graph and it simultaneously

represents all the sources of the nodes. I then input an author into the graph rep-

resentation, which returns several authors, papers and venues that are most related

to the given author. Any source of node can be compared to the representation for

returning the most related nodes from other sources.

5.2 Problem Definition

A multi-relational information graph is defined as N = {Vk, Ek, Dk, S},where

Vk = {vki}i=1,··· ,n consists of a set of nodes in the kth source of a graph (i.e., V1

denotes the nodes in a citation graph, which represents papers while V2 denotes the

nodes in an authors graph, which represents authors) and ek(i,j) =< vki, vkj >∈ Ek

indicates an edge encoding the edge relationship between the nodes. dki ∈ Dki is a

text document associated with each node vki and S = L∪U is the label information

in the graph data, where L denotes labeled nodes and U denotes unlabeled ones.

Different sources of the graph structures and the node contents are associated by an

unique index according to their correlations. For example, all cited papers paperA,

all authors of paperA, its title and abstract information, have the same index.
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Given a multi-relational information graph defined as N = {Vk, Ek, Dk, S}, the

purpose of graph representation is to learn a low dimensional vector vvki ∈ Rr (r

is a smaller number) for each node vki in kth source of graphs. In this way, the

nodes sharing connections, or with similar contents, stay closer to each other in the

representation space. I assume that the graph data are partially labeled, but the

UGRA is still valid if the set of label S = ∅. An example of the type of heteroge-

neous information graph used in this paper is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Specifically,

each source of a node graph structure, with its nodes and edges({Vk, Ek}), is in-

dependently extracted from the given heterogeneous information graph to generate

random walks {vk1, vk2, vk5, · · · , vkn}. All sources of the text content associated with

one node are integrated into one line to generate a text document {dki ∈ Dki}. Dif-

ferent sources of information are trained independently and multi-updated in the

UGRA framework. The details will be explained in the following section.

5.3 The UGRA Algorithm

In this section, I demonstrate the details of the algorithm for generating universal

representation for different types of nodes in multi-relational information graphs

by leveraging different sources of graph structures, text node contents and label

information. The essence of the UGRA algorithm is two-fold:

i. The random walk path generator inputs each source of graph structure,

and generates a succession of steps over the nodes. Each walk starts at a node

vki and then randomly passes by other nodes each time. The node relationship

is captured and stored in a random walk corpus.

ii. The neural network model training inputs the complete multi-relational

information graph, and embeds the different types of nodes into one continuous

vector space. The information graph consists of (1) all random walks of the
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graph structures(the node relationships); (2) the text node content corpus (the

node-content correlation; (3)the label information to enhance performance in

tasks like classification.

5.3.1 Framework Architecture

Since the number of node sources varies from graph to graph, I use a publication

graph with two sources of node (papers and authors) as an example to explain how

the UGRA works. Specifically, the UGRA has five steps in this publication graph.

The source of the paper nodes are denoted as k = 1, and the source of the author

nodes are denoted as k = 2:

i. Papers(Nodes) Relationship Modeling

Inspired by the idea of DeepWalk[24], I construct a random walk corpus S on

all sources of the graph structures. To treat each random walk path (v11 →
v12 → v15 → · · · → v1n) as a sentence and each node v1n as a word, I use

DeepWalk to train skip-gram models with a generated random walk corpus,

obtaining a distributed vector representation for each node. The objective

function maximizes the likelihood of the neighboring nodes, given a node v1i

for the random walk corpus s ∈ S:

L1 =
∑N

i=1

∑
s∈S

logP(v1(i−b) : v1(i+b) | v1i)

=
∑N

i=1

∑
s∈S

∑
−b≤j≤b,j �=0

logP(v1(i+j) | v1i).
(5.1)

where N is the total number of nodes in 1th graph. With a soft-max function,

the probability of capturing the surrounding papers v1i−b : v1i+b given a paper

v1i is calculated by

P1(v1(i+j) | vi) =
exp(v�v1i v̂v1(i+j)

)∑N
i=1 exp(v

�
v1i
v̂1v)

(5.2)

where v̂v1 is the output representation of the node v1 in the first source (the

paper nodes) of the graph.
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ii. Authors(Nodes) Relationship Modeling

Following a very similar operation, the probability of finding the surrounding

authors v2i−b : v2i+b given a author v2i is calculated by:

P2(v2(i+j) | vi) =
exp(v�v2i v̂v2(i+j)

)∑N
i=1 exp(v

�
v2i
v̂2v)

(5.3)

where v̂2v represents the output representation of the author node v2 in the

second source (the author nodes) of the graph.

iii. Paper-Contents Correlation Modeling

I assemble all the text content associated with one node in one line. For ex-

ample, in the citation data sets, the title and abstract information of the same

paper are assembled into one line in the original order of words. Based on

Mikolov’s work[23], I aim to exploit the neighboring words(context informa-

tion) within a certain window size, given a particular word. The objective

function is achieved by maximizing the below log-likelihood:

L2 =
∑T

t=1
logP(wt−b : wt+b | wt) (5.4)

where b is the window size and wt−b : wt+b is a sequence of words which wt is

in the middle of. The conditional probability of sequence wt−b : wt+b given wt

is calculated by:

P(wt−b : wt+b | wt) =
∏

−b≤j≤b,j �=0
P(wt+j | wt) (5.5)

which assumes contextual sequence is independent given word wt. The condi-

tional probability of wt+j given wt is calculated:

P(wt+j | wt) =
exp(v�wtv̂wt+j

)∑W
w=1 exp(v

�
wtv̂w)

(5.6)

where vw and v̂w are the input and output word vectors of the given word w.

Further, given a node vki, the conditional probability of capturing consecutive
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words wt−b : wt+b is:

P(wj | vt) =
exp(v�vki v̂wj

)∑W
w=1 exp(v

�
vki
v̂w)

(5.7)

where W is the total number of words in the entire graph and V̂wj
is the

representation of the word wj.

iv. Label Information Correspondence Modeling

I experimentally prove that label information, which is not leveraged in the

majority of current relevant algorithms, could enhance the performance of

graph representation in tasks like classification. These results are shown in

the next section. I input the label of each document with its corresponding

text content to simultaneously learn the label and word vectors. The objective

function to discover the document and label information can be calculated by:

L3 =
∑L

t=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | si)

+
∑N

i=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | vi)

(5.8)

where L is the set of label information and si is the label of node vi. Following

a similar manipulation, the probability of capturing a word sequence given a

label si is:

P(wj | si) =
exp(v�si v̂wj

)∑W
w=1 exp(v

�
vsi
v̂w)

(5.9)

v. Model Assembly

The k node relationship models for k sources of each graph structure, one

node-content correlation model and one label-words correspondence model are

assembled and mutual-influenced according to their unique correlation index.

The final model inputs a complete multi-relational information graph with the

different sources of the graph structures, node contents and label information,

defined as N = {Vk, Ek, Dk, S}. The objective of the UGRA model is to
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maximize the log likelihood function:

L = (1− α)
∑N

i=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | vi)

+ (1− α)
∑L

t=1
logP(wi−b : wi+b | si)

+ α
∑K

k=1

∑N

i=1

∑
s∈S

∑
−b≤j≤b,j �=0

logP(vk(i+j) | vki).

(5.10)

where α is the weight for balancing graph structures, text contents and label

information, and b is the window size of word sequence. The first term is used

to calculate the conditional probability of capturing a sequence of consecutive

words {wi−b : wi+b} given a word wj to model the correlation between a

paper and its content, while the second is to model the label information

correspondence by computing the probability of capturing a sequence of words

given a label si. Finally different sources of the node relationships are modeled

by calculating the sum of the probabilities of the captured neighboring nodes

vki−b : vki+b in the kth source of graph given a node vk.

5.3.2 Algorithm Explanation

Given a heterogeneous information graph, the first three steps are corpus-generation

work for different sources of information in the graph. Step 1 generates corpus of

random walks for each source of the node graphs. Steps 2 and 3 generate Huffman

binary trees for content and label corpus to significantly save computation costs

when computing soft-max equations in Steps 9 to 11(the details are described in

the Optimization section). Steps 3 to 6 initialize the vectors for k sources of the

nodes, contents and labels respectively. After this preparation work is done, Steps

9 to 11 iteratively optimize the objective functions explained in Eq.(5.10) to model

the relationship between the different sources of the information. Step 9, in par-

ticular, discovers the inter-relationship between homogeneous nodes by fixing the

word representation v̂wj
and the label representation vci while solving Eq.(5.10) to

update the node representation. Through a similar manipulation, Steps 10 and 11
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Figure 5.2 : The CiteSeerX-Avs data set result comparison. From left to right:

visualized graphs from Deepwalk, the Doc2Vec, Deepwalk + Doc2Vec, Tridnr and

UGRA. Each color represents a group. The purer the color of a group, the better

the performance.

find the node-content relationships and the label correlations by separately solving

the hierarchical soft-max function using a stochastic gradient method.

5.3.3 Optimization

Stochastic gradient descent (SGD)[72] is used to model the relationships between

different sources of information (homogeneous and heterogeneous nodes, and the cor-

relations between nodes and contents)Eq.(5.10), the UGRA performs many expen-

sive computations for conditional probabilities (Eq.(5.2),Eq.(5.3),Eq.(5.7),Eq.(5.9)).

To solve this problem, I took the advantage of hierarchical soft-max [73, 74] which

builds Huffman trees instead of nodes vectors (authors, papers and words).The path

to the leaf node vvki can then be represented with a sequence of vertices passing

through (s0 → s1 → s2 → · · · → send), where s0 is the root of the tree and send is

the target node vvki . This can be computed by the following:

P(v = vvki) =
∏end

t=1
P(st | vvki) (5.11)
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I can further model P(st | vvki) with a binary classifier as a sigmoid function, and

the time complexity reduces from O(V ) to O(n log n).

Table 5.1 : Enterprise Social Network Datasets Used in the Paper

Data

Set

Paper

Nodes

Author

Nodes

Paper

Edges

Author

Edges

Content

words
Labels

DBLP 56,503 58,279 106,752 142,581 3,262,885 4

CiteSeerX-Avs 18,720 40,139 54,601 41,458 2,649,720 5

CiteSeerX-M10 10,310 21,289 77,218 21,966 1,516,893 10

5.4 Experimental Study

Figure 5.3 : Average performance on different percentage of training data of UGRA

and six baselines.

The experiments are based on three real world publication data sets. The re-

ported results show (1) the UGRA outperforms the state-of-the-art graph represen-

tation algorithms based on different techniques in machine learning tasks like node

classification; (2) graph representation by the UGRA can represent different sources

of nodes in heterogeneous graphs and this unique characteristic can be very effective
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Algorithm 2 UGRA: Universal Graph Representation for Multi-relational Infor-

mation Graphs
Require:

N = {Vk, Ek, Dk, S}: A heterogeneous information graph;

n: Expected Number of Dimension;

b: Size of Windows;

T : Number of Iterations;

K: Number of sources of graph structure;

len: Walk Length of Random Walk

1: Generate Random Walk Corpus Sk from kth source of graph

2: Generate a Vocabulary Binary Tree Tw

3: Generate Node Binary Trees Tvk

4: Initial input vector vvki ∈ Rr and output vector v̂vki ∈ Rr for each node vki ∈ Vk

5: Initial output vector v̂wj ∈ Rr for each word wj ∈W

6: Initial input vector vci ∈ Rr for each label class ci

7: for iterator = 1,2,3, · · · · · · , T do

8: for k = 1,2, · · · · · · , K do

9: Fix v̂wj and vci , solve Eq.(5.10) to update vvki and v̂vki ; //inter-node relationship

10: Fix vvki and vci , solve Eq.(5.10) to update vvki and v̂wj ; // node content correlation

11: Fix all k vvki and v̂vki , solve Eq.(5.10) to update vci and v̂wj ; // label and content

correlation

12: end for

13: end for

14: return vvi ∈ Rr,vk ∈ V ,∀vi ∈ V
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and useful in real world applications. Table5.1 provides summarized details of data

sets.

5.4.1 Experimental Settings

Datesets: I built multi-relational heterogeneous information graphs from three

real world publication data sets [75, 7] which each consist of two sources of nodes

(authors and papers), two sources of node contents (titles and abstracts), each con-

taining natural label information within the data sets. Different sources of graph

structure and node content were associated by a unique index according to their

correlations. For example, all cited papers paperA, all authors of paperA and its

title and abstract information have the same unique index. Further, I combined

two sources of the node content (title and abstract) into one line associated with

the same index, for simplicity, as both sources of contents were text in this case.

However, the different sources of content can be separately in the UGRA model.

Baselines

The UGRA was compared to the following graph representation algorithms for

paper node classification:

(1)Graph exploration methods:

LINE[15]: The state-of-the-art graph representation method, designed for embed-

ding very large information graphs into low-dimensional vector spaces.

DeepWalk[24]: A novel approach for learning latent representations of vertices in

a graph. These latent representations encode social relations in a continuous vector

space

(2)Text modeling methods:

Doc2Vec[23]: An unsupervised algorithm that learns fixed length feature repre-

sentations from variable-length pieces of texts, such as sentences, paragraphs, and

documents.
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(3)Methods that consider both graph structure and content:

TriDNR[25]: A deep graph representation model that simultaneously considers

graph structure and node content within a neural network architecture

DeepWalk + Doc2Vec: An approach that simply links different representations

learned from DeepWalk and Doc2Vec

TADW[14]: An approach that incorporates the text features of vertices into graph

representation and learns in a matrix factorization framework.

Evaluation

I conducted paper node classification and employed Macro_F1 and Micro_F1

[76] to evaluate the performance of the UGRA with all baselines. I varied the per-

centages(from 10% to 50%) of the random nodes with labels and the rest will be

unlabeled. The complete multi-relational information graph will be fed to learn

graph representation while getting node vectors from baseline algorithms. A linear

SVM classifier was applied to perform the classification on learned vectors. I re-

peated each experiment 20 times under the same parameter setting and used the

mean value as the final score for each algorithm.

Parameter Settings

Training sizes impacted the performance significantly. I varied the training size

from 10% to 50% for the UGRA and the baselines to learn the accuracy trends. The

updated weights for the models for different sources of information were practically

set to 0.8.

5.4.2 Experimental Results

These experiments compare graph representation algorithms that independently

consider graph structure[15, 24], node content[23] and both structure and content[25,
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Table 5.2 : Macro F1 DBLP

Training size UNRA TriDNR Doc2Vec(DV) DeepWalk(DW) DV+DW LINE TADW

10% 0.732 0.715 0.638 0.385 0.659 0.431 0.670

20% 0.732 0.727 0.644 0.320 0.669 0.439 0.698

30% 0.736 0.730 0.643 0.317 0.668 0.445 0.709

40% 0.739 0.736 0.643 0.308 0.668 0.446 0.711

50% 0.742 0.738 0.650 0.320 0.675 0.446 0.712

Table 5.3 : Micro F1 DBLP

Training size UNRA TriDNR Doc2Vec(DV) DeepWalk(DW) DV+DW LINE TADW

10% 0.791 0.777 0.717 0.455 0.728 0.488 0.662

20% 0.792 0.787 0.722 0.478 0.737 0.494 0.670

30% 0.795 0.788 0.722 0.478 0.736 0.498 0.711

40% 0.797 0.793 0.722 0.479 0.739 0.499 0.705

50% 0.798 0.798 0.724 0.482 0.740 0.511 0.716
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14], by varying the training size from 10% to 50% with three different complete

publication information graph in a paper nodes classification task. UGRA achieved

outstanding performance, increasing the accuracy from 3% compared to TriDNR,

14.6% compared to Doc2Vec, 69.8% compared to LINE to 132% compared to Deep-

Walk on the DBLP data set. The Macro_F1 and Micro_F1 scores are illustrated

in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, and the average performance on the CiteSeerX-M10 data set

is demonstrated via the bar charts in Fig.6.6. The visualization for the paper nodes

classification on CiteSeerX-Avs data set (see Fig. 5.2) intuitively indicates similar

results. Each color represents a group and it is obvious that nodes in different groups

mix significantly in term of DeepWalk, while the colors in each group are relatively

clearer for tridnr, Doc2Vec, but not as clear as the result from UGRA.

These results clearly indicate that methods that only consider one view of het-

erogeneous information graphs, or a simple combination of the methods (Doc2Vec

+ DeepWalk) are sub-optimal for multi-relational information graph. The strat-

egy UGRA employs by training different sources of information and using theor

inner relations to update each other, dramatically improves performance in node

classification.

5.4.3 Case Study

The generated UGRA representation has been tested for its ability to detect the

most related heterogeneous nodes in multi-relational graphs, whatever the source

of given a node. This is achieved by computing the cosine similarity between a

simple mean of the projection weight vectors of the given node and the vectors for

each node in the model. Given the similarity scores, I can directly capture the

heterogeneous nodes that are most related to given node regardless of the source.

As the experiments were based on publication data sets, I derived three tests for

the proposed UGRA representation: (1) given a paper, return the most related
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authors and other papers; (2) given an author, return the most related papers and

other authors; and (3) given more than one nodes, returns the most other related

heterogeneous nodes.

First, I input a paper into the representation, Boolean functions and artificial

neural networks published by Martin Anthony in CDAM 2003. The most related

papers are other versions of this paper which has been slightly renamed, Connec-

tions between Neural Networks and Boolean Functions, also first-authored by M.

Anthony. The similarity score was around 0.961%. The most related author is, with

no surprise, M. Anthony with a 0.939% similarity. Despite the paper’s other ver-

sions and co-authors of the paper, the output included a paper by the same author:

Probabilistic Analysis of Learning in Artificial Neural Networks: The PAC Model

and its Variants and other authors with same research direction like Dr. Simone

Fiori who published Topics in Blind Signal Processing by Neural Networks.

I also input the author Dr. Steve Lawrence and the most related author nodes

were three of his co-authors Sandiway Fong(0.960% similarity), A. C. Tsoi(0.885%

similarity) and C. Lee Giles (0.895% similarity). Together they have published pa-

pers like On the applicability of neural network and machine learning methodologies

to natural language processing (0.879% similarity) and Natural language grammat-

ical inference with recurrent neural networks (0.813% similarity)), which were also

included in the outputs.

Despite the citation and co-author relationship, papers and authors with very

similar research direction but no direct citation or co-work relationships were also

output. For example, a paper, Unsupervised Learning in Recurrent Neural Networks,

was input to return the author Felix A. Gers who published the paper Kalman filters

improve LSTM network performance in problems unsolvable by traditional recurrent

nets. The output author was not in the author list of the given paper, meanwhile the
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papers from the given and output had a very similar research direction - recurrent

neural network - with no citation relationship to one another. Through checking

these two papers, I found they both specifically focus on long short term memory

(LSTM).

The most interesting results came when I simultaneously input more than one

node into the UGRA representation. Two papers were input: Unsupervised Learn-

ing in Recurrent Neural Networks with no mention of natural language processing

in its title or the abstract; and Empirical Learning of Natural Language Process-

ing Tasks again not related to neural networks. The top returned authors were

the authors of given two papers : Walter Daelemans, Magdalena Klapper-Rybicka,

Nicol N. Schraudolph, Antal Van Den Bosch, Ton Weijters. In terms of the most

related papers, beyond the other versions of the given papers, the results returned

were papers that use neural network approaches for natural language processing like

Natural language processing with subsymbolic neural networks.

I also compared the results from the UGRA with the baseline algorithms. The

results are listed in Table 5.4. I input a paper, Learning in Neural Networks (pub-

lished by Dr. J. Stephen Judd), into each representation and selected the top five

most related papers. The results from the UGRA were all relevant to learning in

neural networks, while the resulting papers from Doc2Vec and DeepWalk were not

really related to the input paper.

All tests were conducted on the same UGRA representation.

5.5 Summary

In this paper, I proposed a UGRA, a novel graph representation algorithm lever-

aging multiple-sources of information in multi-relational heterogeneous graph data.

My survey shows current graph representation works normally only consider one
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Table 5.4 : outputs from representations. The matched is marked with �

Input: Learning in Neural Networks

URHN:

1. Adjoint-Functions and Temporal Learning Algorithms in Neural Net-

works �

2. Bit-Serial Neural Networks �

3. An Information-theoretic Learning Algorithm for Neural Network Clas-

sification �

4. Polynomial Time Algorithms for Learning Neural Nets �

5. Training of Large-Scale Feed-Forward Neural Networks �

Doc2Vec:

1. Non-Cumulative Learning in METAXA.3

2. Learning Filaments

3. Learning of Kernel Functions in Support Vector Machines

4. Incremental Learning in SwiftFile

5. Learning While Searching in Constraint-Satisfaction-Problems

DeepWalk:

1. Estimating image motion from smear: a sensor system and extensions

2. Inferring 3D Volumetric Shape of Both Moving Objects and Static

Background Observed by a Moving Camera

3. Secure face biometric verification in the randomized Radon space

4. An Ensemble Prior of Image Structure for Cross-Modal Inference

5. Closed Non-derivable Itemsets
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aspect of the information - graph structure or node content - within a whole graph,

while the learned representation only represents one source of the nodes. The graph

representation from the UGRA learned from all sources of information in a graph,

and represents all sources of nodes in the graph. Experimental results practically

show that the UGRA outperforms the state-of-the-art peer algorithms, and that

the characteristic of representing all sources of heterogeneous nodes can be very

effective and useful in real applications. Our key contributions are summarized

by three points:(1) I propose a novel graph representation model that simultane-

ously leverages different sources of graph structures, node contents and labels in

one heterogeneous graph; (2) I propose a novel graph representation algorithm that

simultaneously generates a representation for all sources of nodes in a heterogeneous

graph; and (3) I conduct a thorough suite of experiments from different perspectives

on real world data sets. The results of our accuracy tests prove the effectiveness of

our proposed UGRA and a case study practically shown the implementation of our

UGRA in a real world setting.
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Chapter 6

Co-Clustering Enterprise Social Graphs

6.1 Motivations

Due to advancements in web techniques, and the rapid growth of social graphs,

many enterprises are seizing the opportunity to offer timely feedback and provide

tailored services to their social audiences. In this article, I define a business informa-

tion graph (BIG) as a social graph where people share similar interests in business

products or activities. There are two main kinds of BIGs [77]. Private BIGs are

built for the employees or members of one specific company or industry. Public

BIGs, such as Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIn, are external platforms that allow

all the social audiences of an enterprise (i.e., business partners and followers) to

post their views (textual content) or interact (links). In this paper, I concentrate

on public BIGs, since they are more customer-oriented, and are generally consid-

ered to be good tools for improving business intelligence. According to Barnetta

[78], the majority of Fortune 500 companies, such as Toyota, IBM, DE, and Sears,

have significantly optimized their business work flow by using of BIGs. For exam-

ple, companies are now using LinkedIn to gain strategic advantage [79], and there

is a significant growth in online recruitment and marketing strategies since 2007

[80]. Moreover, according to [81], 32% of social enterprises increased their volume of

business in 2012. Public BIGs have also been successfully used for other objectives,

such as advertising [82], online recruitment [79], marketing [80], decision making

[83], branding, and customer relationship management [84, 85, 86].

Figure. 6.1 provides an example of Sony Pictures’ business intelligence work-flow
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Figure 6.1 : An example of the business intelligence workflow for Sony Pictures

Entertainment. The loop contains three main sections: a. Automatic Audiences

(followers) and their interests clustering engine; b. Enterprise Service Tunnel; c.

Sales and Marketing Analysis.
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on Twitter. In this particular example the social audience is their Twitter followers,

and all their information, including their friendships, profiles, and posts, is fed into

an automatic clustering engine that segments the audiences into SACs, with each

SAC sharing similar interests or preferences for Sony Pictures’ products. Each SAC

is referred to an appropriate enterprise service tunnel, based on their shared common

preferences, and feedback is delivered to sales and marketing to further enhance

products and services for each group of users. Obviously, the automatic clustering

engine is the key to the entire business intelligence process. Identifying the SAC,

especially their shared interests, can assist enterprises in offering tailored services to

targeted users, and dramatically reduce costs.

In this article, I focus on a data mining approach to automatically discover these

SACs defined in the abstract. For example, in Fig. 6.1, users that are interested in

discussing movies might form a SAC, SERVICE GROUP I, whiles users interested

in television might form another, SERVICE GROUP II.

Intuitively, finding a SAC seems easy to solve using simple clustering algorithm

based on graph topology, such as AgmFit [87] and BigClam [88] (both are available

on SNAP ∗). However, due to the limitations of graph topology information, these

algorithms do not provide an additional understanding of each SAC. Further, these

approaches assume that the users (here after referred to as nodes) in the information

graphs are densely connected, which is not the case in BIGs.

To provide further insights into each group’s function, relational topic discovery

based algorithms could be employed, such as the methods in [89, 69, 90] or the

nonnegative matrix factorization methods in [37, 91, 92]. However, these approaches

assume that the nodes and graphs are highly consistent, and that the graph follows

manifold assumptions [37, 91, 92]. In other words, data is distributed smoothly

∗http://snap.stanford.edu/
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over a low-dimensional space so the manifold regularization delivers good clustering

performance. Unfortunately, the consistency between nodes and graphs is relatively

low in BIGs. For example, many users in the BiGs may follow the official social

media account of an enterprise because of a specific product, otherwise these users

barely share other common interests in the social media networks. In this case, the

existing algorithms which assume linked nodes always share similar attributes may

have a sub-optimal performance.

Beyond the above disadvantages, even if existing tools could help find SACs, they

would normally find a single hard cluster membership for each node. Consequently,

nodes could not have two or more roles in the graph and this does not fit many

business models. In addition, these tools would certainly rely on a user-specified

threshold to find the appropriate number of SACs. In reality, nodes often have

many roles, the number of SACs is hard to define as it is data-driven, and both

have strong seasonal or event-driven characteristics. Hence, clustering needs to be

overlapped, and the optimal number of SACs needs to be determined automatically.

In this article, I propose CBIG, a novel clustering method to discover SACs

in BIGs. Through a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) method, I factor-

ize graph information with node content and integrate the clustering results via a

consensus principle. I further propose a heuristic approach to set the threshold for

overlapping clustering. The optimal number of SACs is automatically determined

by minimizing the reconstructed error with a hold-out set method.

Our main contributions are summarized below:

i. I propose a novel algorithm to discover SACs in BIGs, to advancing existing

works that focus on generic graph information such as personal or academic

graph analysis.

ii. I propose an effective overlapping co-clustering algorithm that simultaneously
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clusters social audiences and features into an automatically-determined opti-

mal number of SACs, to provide a deeper understanding of the functional roles

customers play in a company’s business model.

iii. I conducted experiments on 13 real-world enterprise data sets, and the results

indicate that CBIG achieves outstanding performance compared to several

state-of-the-art approaches.

6.2 Most Related Works to Co-clustering Enterprise Graph

Graph or network analytics has attracted much attention in recent years [93, 94,

95, 96, 97, 3]. Business information graphs have a wide range of applications in social

media support systems, marketing [98, 99], advertising [100], decision making [83],

and customer relationship management [85]. Understanding the social audiences

within BIGs plays an important role in business intelligence and decision making.

In [101], Lo et.al proposed a method to rank high-value social audiences on Twitter.

In this article, I propose clustering the social audiences within BIGs to understand

SACs. From a technical perspective, SAC discovery in BIGs is closely related to

clustering problems in a graph setting.

Many existing clustering algorithms only leverage textual information. For ex-

ample, Dam [102] applies an MCA K-means approach to cluster Facebook users

with collected profile information. Alternatively, community detection approaches,

such as AgmFit [87], BigClam [88], GDPSO[103] and [99, 93], are also available for

clustering graph data by purely using graph structures. However, these approaches

only consider one aspect of the information, which may lead to sub-optimal results.

Other approaches do consider both textual information and graph topologies

[37, 91, 11, 104]. Co-clustering approaches, such as [37, 91, 92], factorize the user-

feature matrix using NMF and use the graph structure to regularize the objective
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function. Relational topic model approaches, such as [89, 69, 90], attempt to simul-

taneously use the structure and the textual information for clustering. However,

these approaches assume the graph structures and the nodes are closely consistent,

which may not be true for BIGs. NMF-based methods [37, 91, 92] also assume that

the data resides in a manifold, whereas graph data is known to follow power law

distributions.

Recently, researchers have proposed new algorithms for overlapping graph data

clustering [68, 105]. Leskovec and Mcauley [68] consider the graph structure of

friendships as an ego graph and modeled node memberships to multiple circles.

Circle-specific user metrics are learned to enable overlapping clustering. In [105],

the authors proposed the Censa algorithm to model the interaction between the

graph structure and a node’s attributes. Although [68, 105] fulfill the overlapping

clustering task and specifies which attributes are useful for forming a community,

they do not group features into clusters to give better interpretations of the topics

that users are interested in.

Compared to exiting studies, our research advances this work from generic infor-

mation graph analysis into BIG mining. Our framework has the following attractive

properties: (1) it is specifically designed for BIGs, (2) it enables increased freedom

to address the inconsistencies in the graph structure and node content, and (3) it

provides interpretable meanings for SACs.

6.3 Problem Definition

A BIG is defined as G = {V,E}. V =
⋃
{vi}i=1,··· ,n denotes the set of audiences

in a BIG, and ei,j =< vi, vj >∈ E indicates an edge encoding the link between two

audiences. A matrixWs ∈ Rn×n
+ is applied to further the simplify graph information.

If a link between audiences vi and vj exists, [Ws]ij = 1; otherwise, [Ws]ij = 0. The

user-feature vector X·i ∈ Rm
+ is associated with each audience vi. Thus, the user-
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Figure 6.2 : An illustrated example of Sony Pictures company.

feature correlation of all audiences is embedded within a matrix X ∈ Rm×n
+ , where

X = [X·1, · · · ,X·n] and each column in X indicates a node instance.

In this article, the aim of SAC discovering and understanding SACs is to au-

tomatically and simultaneously segment the audiences and features into an opti-

mal number of clusters. Specifically, the audiences V =
⋃
{vi}i=1,··· ,n in a BIG are

clustered into k SACs C = [C1, · · · ,Ck]. To provide insights into the function of

SACs in a BIG, the features are also clustered into q clusters Q = [Q1, · · · ,Qq].

Every feature in a cluster represents a particular interest of audience in the BIG.

To this end, a possible clustering result for the audience would be represented as

G = [G1·; · · · ;Gn·] ∈ Rn×k
+ where Gij corresponds to the degree of membership of

the i-th audience for cluster Cj. Similarly, a possible clustering result for a feature

would be indicated by the matrix F ∈ Rm×q.

It is worth noting that a SAC is a cluster of audiences with interacting links

and common content. Compared to existing community detection algorithms [87],

the proposed SAC discovery method has two unique features. (1) I allow nodes to
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overlap, i.e., Ci ∩ Cj �= ∅., which reflects situations where a node plays different

roles in different SACs; and (2) my method automatically determines the optimal

amount of SACs given the data provided. The Fig. 6.2 provides an example about

the workflow to detect SACs: Followers and business partners are segmented into

two groups, say Television and Movies. The followers in each group interact with

each other and show similar interest. For instance, people in Television group are

highly interested in “SharkTank”, “Outlander” and “MarryMe”, which are popular TV

shows of Sony Pictures. For the users in Movies group, they are mainly interested in

the movies Sony Pictures made like “Evil Dead”, “After Earth”, “Zero Dark Thirty”.

6.4 CBIG Algorithm

This section outlines the technical details of CBIG for SAC discovery, and then

extends CBIG into an overlapping clustering setting. Fig. 6.3 illustrate the overall

framework of the CBIG algorithm. Given a business information graphs, CBIG

factorizes three channels of information via a consensus principle, i.e., the node-

feature content matrix X, the graph topology structure Ws, and the feature-feature

correlations Wf . After the factorization, CBIG cluters the nodes into (G) and the

features into (F), and further extends G for overlapping clustering.

Figure 6.3 : The overall framework of the CBIG algorithm.
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6.4.1 CBIG for Social Audience Cluster Discovery

In BIGs, data is obtained from two main sources: graph topological structures

and graph node-content. All audiences are represented by a user-feature matrix X

to derive content values for the user-features of the BIG. To determine the links

between audiences, pairwise audience connections inside the BIG are represented

as a n× n matrix Ws. More significantly, as the audiences in a SAC share similar

interests, I explicitly explore the correlations between the audience’s features (Wf ),

and use such correlations in the clustering process.

To discover the SACs, I factorize three channels of information: the feature

correlations matrix (Wf ), the user-feature (X), and the graph structure (Ws). X,

Ws, andWf are each factorized separately; then consensus is enforced on the results.

The overall framework for CBIG is shown in Fig.6.3. The essential difference between

our framework and existing NMF-based algorithms, such as [37, 91, 92], is that I

comprehensively leverage the graph information from different perspectives, while

previous models only factorize the user-feature matrix.

User-feature Matrix Factorization:

The user-feature matrix X provides a tabular mapping between users and fea-

tures. Using NMF [106], I factorize X into two non-negative matrices G and F by

minimizing the error function using the Frobenius norm:

argmin
F,G

J1 = ||X− FG>||2F , s.t. F ≥ 0,G ≥ 0, (6.1)

where FG> is the approximation of X. The clustering results of users and

features are naturally exposed in G and F [107, 37, 91, 92]. For example, a node

vi can be assigned to the cluster Cj? , where j? is determined by Eq.(6.2):

j? = argmax
j=1,··· ,k

Gi,j (6.2)
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In reality, because the two-factor NMF in Eq.(6.1) is restrictive, i.e., the number

of clusters q and k have to be equal, I have introduced an additional factor S ∈ Rq×k
+

to accommodate the different scales of X, F and G. This leads to an extension of

NMF, called NMTF [108, 109]:

argmin
F,G

J2 = ||X− FSG>||2F , s.t. F ≥ 0,G ≥ 0, (6.3)

S provides increased degrees of freedom such that the low-rank matrix representa-

tion remains accurate, while the value of q and k can be different. The mapping

information between node clusters is recorded in S.

Graph Topology Structure Matrix Factorization:

The adjacency matrix Ws holds pairwise user connections, which provides topo-

logical information to discover the similarity between the users for co-clustering. In

practice, I factorize the matrix Ws into an n × k matrix Gs, and its transposition

G>s , where Gs ∈ Rn×k
+ is an indicator matrix that shows the potential clustering

results by only leveraging topological information:

argmin
Gs

J3 = ||Ws −GsG>s ||2F , s.t. Gs ≥ 0, (6.4)

It is worth mentioning that G ∈ Rn×k in J2 and Gs ∈ Rn×k in J3 each contains

separate factorization results for all the graph nodes but from different perspectives.

In this way, I factorize Ws and X, while retaining the maximum freedom to find

the optimal results. The consensus function will later enforce consensus in these two

sets of results to produce the optimal outcome.

Feature Correlation Matrix Factorization:

To enhance the feature clustering performance, I also capture pairwise feature

correlations using the matrix Wf ∈ Rm×m
+ . I assume that the features Xj· and Xi·

will be assigned to the same feature cluster, when they are highly associated, for
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example, commonly co-occurring words. Thus, correlation measurement approaches,

such as a neighbor-based method [91] or heat kernels [110], are the reasonable ways

to construct Wf . In our experiments, I simply apply a linear kernel [Wf ]ij =<

Xi·,Xj· >, where Xi· indicates the embedding of the ith column of features across

all users, while < Xi·,Xj· > measures the similarity between Xi· and Xj·.

The factorization of the feature matrix Wf is similar to Eq.(6.4):

argmin
Ff

J4 = ||Wf − FfF>f ||2F , s.t. Ff ≥ 0, (6.5)

Consensus Factorization:

Through the above factorizations, J2, J3 and J4 each provide the clustering

results for the entire graph from different sources. To unify the results, I jointly

formulate J2, J3 and J4 into a single objective with the consensus function:

J5 = ||X− FSG>||2F + α||Ws −GsG>s ||2F + β||Wf − FfF>f ||2F

+ ρ(||G−Gs||2F + ||F− Ff ||2F ),

s.t. F ≥ 0,G ≥ 0,Ff ≥ 0,Gs ≥ 0,

(6.6)

The aim of Eq. (6.6) is to factorize Wf , X, and Ws separately, and enforce

consensus between each. For example, ||G−Gs||2F minimizes the difference between

G and Gs which represents the potential clustering results from the user-features

and the topological structure, respectively. Similarly, ||F − Ff ||2F enforces that F

should be maximally consistent with Ff . α and β are responsible for balancing

each factorization. ρ is a consistency trade-off. Intuitively, a large ρ would lead to

G that is close to Gs and an F that is close to Ff . A small ρ would lead to an

independent G and Gs. In summary, our approach provides an increased degree

of freedom to exploit the inconsistencies between the contents and the topological

structure, a typical characteristic of BIGs as discussed in the Introduction.

Algorithm Optimization
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The objective function Eq.(6.6) is processed with regard to Ff , F, Gs, G, and

S, which is not convex when simultaneously considering all variables. In this case,

I optimize the Eq.(6.6) in terms of one variable while fixing the other variables,

repeating the procedure until the function converges.

If I optimize G first and keep the others fixed, the Lagrange function for Eq.

(6.6) is

L = ||X− FSG>||2F + ρ||G−Gs||2F + λGG (6.7)

By making the partial derivatives with respect to G zero, I have

∂L

∂G
= −2X>FS + 2GS>F>FS + 2ρG− 2ρGs + λG = 0 (6.8)

which leads to an update of G with the following rule:

G← G� X>FS + ρGs

GS>F>FS + ρG
; (6.9)

Here “�” means the entry-wise product (performed with “.*” in MatLab), i.e. (A�

B)ij = (A)ij · (B)ij. Similarly, I can update Gs, Ff , F, S as follows:

F← F� XGS>+ρFf

FSG>GS>+ρF ; (6.10)

Gs ← Gs � ρG+2αW>
s Gs

2αGsG>s Gs+ρGs
; (6.11)

Ff ← Ff � ρF+2βW>
s Ff

2βFfF>f Ff+ρFf
; (6.12)

S← S� F>XG
F>FSG>G , (6.13)

These parameters are iteratively updated until convergence to obtain the clustering

result matrices:

F̂ = F + Ff ; Ĝ = G + Gs (6.14)

A user vi is assigned to cluster Cj? where j? is defined as:

j? = argmax
j=1,··· ,k

Ĝi,j (6.15)
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6.4.2 Automatic Overlapping Clustering

The formulation in Eq. (6.15) can only deal with a single hard cluster mem-

bership problems, i.e., where each node is assigned to a single cluster. However in

BIGs, nodes often overlap in multiple SACs with different roles. In this section, I

describe how to perform overlapping clustering.

Overlapping Clustering. The strategy in most current clustering algorithms is to

assign a node to the cluster with the highest probability of membership. Technically,

the initial clustering results could be derived using Eq.(6.6) and Eq.(6.15), which

could then be used to fine-tune the overlapping clustering results. However, to make

this process automatic, our strategy relies on a threshold for each cluster where each

node is assigned to a cluster if its memebership probability exceeds that threshold.

Specifically, I determine a threshold γj for each cluster Cj, and instead of assigning

node vi to a single cluster Cj? via Eq. (6.15), I assign vi to any cluster Cj as long

as Ĝi,j ≥ γj.

Suppose the initialized groups obtained from Eq.(6.15) are C = {C1, C2, · · · , Ck},

where Cj =
⋃
{vi} is the set of nodes in each cluster. For each node vi ∈ Cj,

the membership value of Ĝ is Ĝi,j. Cj will have the set of membership values

Pj =
⋃
vi∈Cj
{Ĝi,j}. Next, I sort it to find the minimum value of Pj

γj = minPj (6.16)

γj is the minimum threshold for assgining a node to cluster Cj. Thus the final

clustering result of the j-th cluster is:

f(vi) = Cj : if Ĝi,j ≥ γj, j = 1 · · · k (6.17)

CBIG automatically performs the overlapping clustering using Eq.(6.17).

Algorithm 3 describes the algorithm for SAC discovery, which requires the graph

structure matrix Ws, the user-feature matrix X, the number of feature clusters q,
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and the number of node clusters k as inputs. The algorithm initializes n× k matrix

G and m × q matrix F using a k-means algorithm in Steps 2-3. In Steps 4-10,

Gs,G, Fs, F and S are iteratively updated until there are no more changes to the

matrixes or it reaches the maximum number of iteration Smax (In our experiments

Smax was 80). The clustering results for the nodes from matrix Ĝ and the clustering

results for the features from matrix F̂ are determined in Step 11. In Steps 14-16,

CBIG fine tunes the clustering results for overlapping clustering by first finding the

threshold γj for each cluster group Cj in Steps 15-16, and then assigns the nodes

with membership values not less than γj to cluster Cj.

Determining Optimal Amount of Clusters. II propose a hold-out strategy

for extending CBIG to automatically determine the optimal number of clusters k

instead of manually setting them. Specifically, I hold out a subset of X and Ws

as the test set and the rest are used for training. Then I conduct factorization on

the training subset of X and Ws and predict the reconstruction errors on the test

entries, which leads to the revised objective function:

J6 =||Y�X− FSG>||2F + α||Y�Ws −GsG>s ||2F

+ β||Wf − FfF>f ||2F

+ ρ(||G−Gs||2F + ||F− Ff ||2F ),

s.t. F ≥ 0,G ≥ 0,Ff ≥ 0,Gs ≥ 0,

(6.18)

where Y ∈ Rn×n
+ is binary. If the entry Yi,j = 1, it is for training, otherwise it is

for testing.

Then the reconstruction error on the test entries (Yi,j = 0) is computed as

follows:

ReconsErr = ||¬Y�X− FSG>||2F + ||¬Y�Ws −GsG>s ||2F (6.19)

where Y is the negation of ¬Y. Specifically, Yij = 0 if ¬Yij=1, otherwise it is

1. In the experiments, k is varied from kmin to kmax until the reconstruction error
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ReconsErr does not decrease. By doing so, the number of k clusters is empirically

determined.

Time Complexity. Here I briefly analyze the time complexity of Algorithm 3.

Initializing the k-means algorithm in Step 1 as linear time complexity, i.e., O(nmkt)

[111], where n is the number of m-dimensional vectors, k the number of clusters

and t the number of iterations needed until convergence. Steps 5 to 9 employ

multiplicative update rules, the time complexity for each step is O(nmr) [112, 113],

where r = max (k, q). Thus the time complexity for the matrix factorization is

#interation ∗ O(nmr). In Step 21, sorting costs O(n log n). Thus, the total time

complexity is

O(nmkt) + #interation ∗O(nmr) +O(n log n).

6.5 Experiments

I assembled real-world business social graphs to evaluate CBIG. The aim was

to show that (1) CBIG offers outstanding performance when clustering users(SAC

discovery);(2) CBIG clusters features and provides a meaningful understanding of

the topics in graphs; and (3) the correlations between the feature clusters and the

node clusters provides insights into the role of each SAC in the BIG.

6.5.1 Setup of the Experiments

Business Information Graph Datasets

To evaluate CBIG and conduct the experiments, I assembled 13 real-world

datasets from Twitter. These datasets cover various industries, including sports as-

sociations, motor enterprises, political parties, and news agencies. Each enterprise

has an official Twitter homepage, and their online followers are manually managed

with Twitter lists. Each of the followers in one list share some common interests
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Algorithm 3 CBIG: Clustering Business Information Graphs

Require: user-feature matrix X = [x·1, · · · ,x···n] ∈ Rd×n+ ,

Graph structure matrix Ws ∈ Rn×n+ ;

k: number of node clusters;

q: number of feature clusters.

1: Constructed Wf ∈ Rm×m
+ , i.e., [Wf ]ij =< xi·,xj· >

2: Initialize G ∈ Rn×k
+ and F ∈ Rm×q

+ using k-means on X and X>, respectively;

3: Initialize Gs = G and Ff = F;

4: repeat

5: G← G� X>FS+ρGs

GS>F>FS+ρG ;

6: F← F� XGS>+ρFf

FSG>GS>+ρF ;

7: Gs ← Gs � ρG+2αW>
s Gs

2αGsG>s Gs+ρGs
;

8: Ff ← Ff �
ρF+2βW>

s Ff

2βFfF>f Ff+ρFf
;

9: S← S� F>XG
F>FSG>G ;

10: until Converges;

11: // Final clustering results for audiences and features

12: Ĝ = G + Gs; F̂ = F + Ff ;

13:

14: // Overlapping Clustering

15: Get the initial clustering result {C1, C2, · · · , Ck}, where Cj =
⋃
{vi} according to Eq.

(6.15);

16: Get the threshold γj for cluster Cj according to Eq.(6.16);

17: Overlapping Clustering according to Eq. (6.17).
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or have a similar relationship to the enterprise. Each enterprise hires dedicated

employees to manually categorize the audiences into the different lists. Figure 6.1

shows an example of an intelligence workflow using a Twitter list.

As Twitter users have limited profile information, I shaped each follower’s inter-

ests by collecting and processing their most recent 100 tweets (retrived in March,

2015). Specifically, I took the top 1000 of the most-frequent words or phases marked

with a hashtag # (to indicate an event) or the sign @(to mention a user) to denote

all the interests in one dataset. Table 1 contains the details of the datasets: the

screen name of each organization, the number of followers, the number of labeled

followers, the number of edges(linkages) between followers, the number of tweets by

follower, the number of lists (clusters), and a brief description of each enterprise.

To evaluate CBIG’s performance, I regarded the Twitter lists from each enterprise

as the ground truth user labels. If two users belonged to the same list, I considered

them as one cluster.

Table 1: Business social graph datasets used in this article

Baselines

I compared CBIG to nine relevant algorithms to validate its performance. The

comparison algorithms included approaches that only leverage either textual infor-
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mation or topological information, as well as approaches that consider both.

The algorithms that only consider either textual or topological information are

listed below:

• BigClam [88] combines NMF with the block stochastic gradient descent to

detect communities from topological information.

• AgmFit [87] is a community detection algorithm based on community-affiliation

graph model.

• K-means is a classical and effective unsupervised approach. I only used k-

means on textual information for this experiment.

The baseline algorithms that consider both textual and topological information,

include relational topic models [89], NMF based algorithms [37, 91, 92], and the

state-of-the-art algorithms in [68, 105]:

• Censa [105] is a statistic-based model that forms the interactions between

the node content and the graph structure to elicit a more accurate community

detection.

• Circle [68] is an attributed graph clustering algorithm that represents over-

lapping hard-membership approaches for graph clustering.

• Block-LDA [89] is an LDA-based relational topic model method that con-

siders both textual and topological information for clustering tasks.

• FNMTF [92] is an NMF-based co-clustering method that targets large scale

datasets.

• DRCC [91] extracts nodes and features from the information graph to con-

struct a user graph and a feature graph for clustering.
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• GNMF [37] adds the encoded k-NN graph as a regularization term to the

objective function of the classical NMF method.

To use NMF based methods [37, 91, 92], I needed to replace the manifold graphs

(k-NN graphs) with graph structures for regularization. However, in practice, the

graph structures may be not the same as the k-NN graphs. It is worth noting that

although NMF based methods and relational topic models [89] can cluster nodes and

features simultaneously, they are not designed for overlapping clustering. However,

Circle [68] and Censa [105] can perform overlapping clustering, but cannot provide

any interpretation of the clustering results at the feature level. By comparison, CBIG

not only simultaneously clusters nodes and features in a business social graph, but

it also enables overlapping clustering for SAC discovery.

Table 2 compares all ten algorithms.

Table 2: Comparison of CBIG with other algorithms

Evaluation Metrics

Although CBIG is unsupervised, I evaluated its performance by comparing the

predicted clusters C = {C1, · · · , Ck} with the manually labeled ground truth C =

{C1, · · · , Ck}. Ideally, the predicted clusters should be consistently aligned with the
ground truth.

I applied a balanced error rate (BER)[68, 114] to calculate the error between the
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predicted clusters C and the ground truth C. The calculation is defined as:

BER(C,C) =
1

2
(

∣∣C/C∣∣
|C| +

∣∣Cc/Cc
∣∣

|Cc| ) (6.20)

BER assigns equal importance to false positives and false negatives, so that

trivial or random predictions incur an error rate of 0.5 on average. Such a measure

is preferable to, say, a 0/1 loss, which assigns an extremely low error rate to trivial

predictions.

I also used F1 scores as an evaluation metric (F-measure)[115]. F1 scores consider

both the precision and recall of the clustering result. Only results with a high

precision and recall rate produce good F1 scores.

Parameter Study

For a fair comparison, I conducted experiments on each baseline by varying

the parameter settings according to [91, 37, 92], and used the best as the final

performance for each baseline. For CBIG, I varied α, β, and σ from 0.2 to 2 in

increments of 0.2. For DRCC [91], GNMF [37], and FNMTF [92], I set λ = μ and

λ was tuned by searching the grids {0.1, 1, 10, 100, 500, 1000} as described in their

paper. For AgmFit, I set the parameter e (edge probability between the nodes that

do not share any community) by searching the grids{0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,

0.8, 0.9, 1.0} and chose the best value as the final result. For the Circle method, I

set the regularization parameter λε ∈ {0, 1, 10, 100} as described in their paper.

In each experiments, CBIG automatically determined the number of clusters

k and I compared the resulting performance to the performance of the existing

overlapping algorithms: BigClam [88], AgmFit [87], and Censa [105].

I also fixed the value of k with ranges of 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, to compare a broad range

of settings on clustering tasks. I determined each setting for each dataset with every

algorithm 30 times and used the average value as the reported score.
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Unless otherwise specified, I set kmin=2, kmax = 10 and Z=30 for CBIG to

automatically determine the value of k.

6.5.2 Results of the Experiments

This section presents the results of the experiments on a user clustering task.

I assumed the number of clusters k was unknown and compared CBIG with the

overlapping clustering algorithms including BigClam [88], AgmFit [87], and Censa

[105]. I then specified the value of k, and compared the performance of all algorithms.

Overlapping Clustering

This section compares the results for CBIG with the overlapping clustering meth-

ods: BigClam [88], AgmFit [87], and Censa [105], all of which are available on the

SNAP platform †. However, because the Circle [68] source code does not provide an

automatic clustering functionality, I have not included its result in this section, and

instead only report the results for a given desired k in next subsection.

Looking at Tables 3 and 4, I can see that CBIG dramatically outperformed the

other algorithms. For example, CBIG achieved F1 scores of 0.988 and 0.925 on the

NBA and WhiteHouse datasets, while, Censa only achieved F1 scores of 0.791 and

0.295.

Overall, CBIG outperformed the algorithms in 12 of the 13 real-world datasets

according to BER and surpassed all the baselines in terms of the F1 scores. One

reason could be that algorithms like BigClam and AgmFit only leverage topologi-

cal structures when clustering users, ignoring any contextual information that might

provide complementary knowledge. As a consequence, their results were suboptimal.

Alternatively, algorithms like Censa, which consider both topological information

†http://snap.stanford.edu/
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Table 3: BER scores of methods that auto detect k

Table 4: F1 scores of methods that auto detect k
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Figure 6.4 : Comparison results of the White House dataset. From left to right,

the graph comes from our algorithm, the ground truth, BigClam, Censa and AMG-

Fit. Each color represents a cluster. The purer the color of a cluster, the better

performance.

and textual information, are based on the assumption that the communities “gen-

erate” both the topological structure and its textual features. Specifically, Censa

assumes that the graph links have a high consistency or high dependency on the

users’ attributes, which is not always true in BIGs. As preciously discussed the

graph links and user attributes in BIGs are highly inconsistent. As a result, the

performance of Censa was only comparable to BigClam.

Case Study

Fig 6.4 illustrates the clustering results, showing that the clusters predicted by

CBIG were almost perfectly aligned with the ground truth. However, the results

from the other baselines contained noticeable errors. For example, Bigclam misclas-

sified a large group of users in Cluster A.
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Table 5: BER score with K = 5

Table 6: F1 score with K = 5
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Table 7: BER score with K = 9

Table 8: F1 score with K = 9
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Results of the Experiments on Node Clustering with User-specified k.

To compare CBIG with all baselines, including both the overlapping and non-

overlapping methods, I specified the number of clusters (k) in a user clustering task.

The results for K=5, 9, and 11 are shown in Tables 5 - 10.

Table 9: BER score with K = 11

Table 10: F1 score with K = 11

These results show that CBIG outperformed the other baselines in most cases.

Algorithms such as AgmFit [87], BigClam [88], and k-means only consider textual
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information about users or the topological information of the graph, ignoring the

other sources of information. As a result, these algorithms cannot fully leverage

different sources of information available in the BIG and, therefor, produced sub-

optimal performance.

By contrast, our algorithm maximizes the degree of freedom to explore the dis-

tinct information encoded in the graph data which leads to an increase in perfor-

mance.

Figure 6.5 : Our algorithm detected five groups from AustralianLabor data set and

clustered corresponding features groups simultaneously.

Interestingly, the algorithms that use both topological information and textual

information, like Censa [105], Block-LDA [89], Circle [68], FNMTF [92], DRCC [91],

and GNMF [37] did not outperform algorithms like BigClam and k-means, which

only leverage one source of information. These experiments confirm that there is a

risk of confusing the model when integrating multiple sources of information. The

GNMF, DRCC, and FNMTF methods are all NMF based algorithms regularized

by a manifold graph (k-NN graph); however real-world graph structures usually
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follow a power law distribution which is different from a k-NN graph. In addition,

in a k-NN graph, a node is supposed to be connected to its k nearest neighbors,

which is calculated using feature values, so the links are highly consistent with

the node contents. This is, unfortunately, not the case for BIG where topological

information is typically highly inconsistent with the textual information. As a result,

the algorithms that draw on multiple sources of information did not perform as

well. By comparison, our algorithm extracts the best ingredients from both the

topological structure and the textual information, through the proposed consensus

factorization framework. Hence, the performance is outstanding compared to the

other nine algorithms.

Figure 6.6 : Average performance on different number of detected clusters k. (A)

BER score (smaller is better), (B) F1 score (larger is better).
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The average performance of each algorithm is illustrated in Fig 6.6, which shows

that our algorithm had low BER scores and higher F1 scores for different K values.

Figure 6.7 : Feature word clouds on the AustralianLabor dataset. Each word cloud

represents a word cluster. The larger a word in a cloud, the more frequent it is

discussed online.

Table 11: Keywords and explanation in word clouds

6.5.3 Word Cloud: Understanding the Feature Groups

One noticeable property of CBIG is its capacity to group node features into

clusters with a better understanding of the SACs relevance to an organization’s

business model.

The clustering results shown in In Fig. 6.7 demonstrate that each word cloud is

indeed very meaningful in practice ,while Table 11 shows the meaning of the most

frequent word appearing in each word cloud from Fig. 6.7.
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The results in Table 11 indicate that the feature clusters discovered by CBIG

indeed provide an alternative understanding of the users’ interests. For instance, the

keyword "qld"(meaning "Queensland", the second-largest and third-most-populated

state in Australia) is larger than other words. This means that Queensland is

frequently discussed on Twitter because the members of the group mostly come

from Queensland or care about things that happen in Queensland.
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Figure 6.8 : Clustering performance w.r.t. different α, β values

6.5.4 Connections between Feature Cluster and Node Cluster

Another attractive property of CBIG algorithm is that it can reveal the con-

nections between the node clusters and feature clusters, though a latent mapping

matrix S.
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Sij unveils the corresponding weight between feature cluster Ci and node cluster

Cj. Take AustralianLabor as an example, whose S matrix is described in Table

6.1. Based on the best matching principle, CBIG clusters nodes of AustralianLabor

into functional user groups 1 to groups 5 corresponding with feature clusters “tc-

nathan”,“qanda”, “auspol”, “qld” and “ausunions” respectively. From Table 6.1, it is

easy to find that node cluster 1 is most related to feature cluster 2, “qanda”, (S12),

and node cluster 2 is closely connected to feature cluster 5, “ausunions”, (S25).

Based on S matrix, we can better understand and interpret the interest of each

function user group. The functional group interest is shown in Fig 6.5.

Sij unveils the corresponding weight between feature cluster Ci and node cluster

Cj. Take AustralianLabor as an example, whose S matrix is described in Table

6.1. Based on the best matching principle, CBIG clusters nodes of AustralianLabor

into functional user groups 1 to groups 5 corresponding with feature clusters “tc-

nathan”,“qanda”, “auspol”, “qld” and “ausunions” respectively. From Table 6.1, it is

easy to find that node cluster 1 is most related to feature cluster 2, “qanda”, (S12),

and node cluster 2 is closely connected to feature cluster 5, “ausunions”, (S25).

Based on S matrix, we can better understand and interpret the interest of each

function user group. The functional group interest is shown in Fig 6.5.

6.5.5 Parameter Sensitivity

I varied α, β and σ from 0.3 to 2.0, to validate the performance of CBIG in terms

of F1 score, and the results are shown in Fig. 6. I have omitted a diagram for σ due to

space limitation. As the value of α increased from 0.3 to 1.5, each dataset generated

very similar results in terms of both BER and F1 scores. However, performance

plummeted when α was further increased. The results of the F1 and BER scores in

terms of β were similar to the results observed when changing the values for α.
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Table 6.1 : Matching-Matrix (S) between node and feature clusters

1.586e-3 1.181e-2 1.320e-4 6.137e-5 1.393e-3

3.538e-2 3.818e-1 7.843e-4 3.172e-1 1.520

1.379e-1 5.081e-3 2.594e-1 1.931 1.296

4.301 2.291e-3 4.968e-4 4.129e-2 3.618e-1

2.377e-3 9.925e-1 2.808 1.254e-1 1.583e-2

6.6 Summary

I argue that a BIG, driven by relationships, policies, and business interests, is

significant in enabling business intelligence and decision making for companies. To

cluster enterprise audiences in BIGs, CBIG discovers SACs and further insights

into the relevance of each circle with a factorization-based co-clustering approach.

CBIG allows the discovery of overlapping functional SAC members and can also

automatically determine the optimal number of SACs depending on the underlying

data. This article makes three main contributions. (1) CBIG helps to identify SACs

in BIGs, to advance current studies that concentrate on generic social information

graphs, such as personal or academic graph analysis. (2) CBIG simultaneously co-

factorizes three channels of information from different perspectives: the topological

structure (the audiences), the textual features of the audiences (features), and the

correlations between those features. The results are, then integrated based on a

consensus principle, which effectively addresses inconsistencies in the BIG for the

best performance. Further, this approach provides an in-depth functional knowledge

about an organization’s customers and their relevance to the business; (3) I validate

CBIG’s effectiveness through solid experiments on 13 real-world enterprise datasets
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against nine other classical and state-of-the-art algorithms.

However, as with all studies, our approach has some limitations. In the real

world, enterprises may prefer a more simple but effective methods for decision-

making. One complication of our algorithm is that its three parameters α, β, and

σ, require careful tuning to make appropriate trade-offs between the importance

of the graph structure information, the feature correlations, and the consistency of

the factorization results. While different companies may require different weights

for each stream of information to achieve good performance, unfortunately, these

weights are not easy to set in a purely unsupervised setting. In the future, I in-

tend to investigate how to incorporate prior knowledge into the process of social

audience clustering and design an approach to learn the weight of each component

automatically.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

This thesis aims to study that how to more effectively embed the nodes of a graph

into a compact space for the tasks which are most related to the real-world applica-

tions. I have studied the research objective from four coherently linked perspectives:

(1) How to unify the traditional two-step embedding work-flow into one smooth em-

bedding procedure to avoid the inconsistency between the embedding architecture

and classifier; (2) How to learn a universal embedding for all sources of nodes in a

graph, so one single embedding can be used to represent the entire heterogeneous

information graph; (3) How to smoothly regularize the embedding with a certain

distribution during the learning procedure for a more robust embedding;(4) How

to automatically generate a human-understandable explanation of each cluster of

nodes in the graph and applied the algorithm in the real business world.

Specifically, I proposed four algorithms to effectively solve the mentioned chal-

lenges. Specifically, I conduct a solid research work and proposes a novel approach,

graph ladder networks (GLN), which (1) unifies both representation and classifier

model learning into one framework; and (2) integrates both the structure and content

information of a network by a convolution network architecture; I develop a novel

adversarial framework to not only minimize the reconstruction errors of the graph

structure but also to enforce the latent codes to match a prior distribution; I design

a universal representation model for heterogeneous graphs to learn representations

for all sources of nodes; I proposed a co-factorization based data mining approach,

CBIG, to co-cluster enterprise information graph for functional group discovery and
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understanding. Each topic and corresponding algorithm are evaluated with related

tasks including: graph classification, graph node clustering, graph visualization and

link prediction. All experimental studies with real-world data sets have proved the

effectiveness of each algorithm.
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Chapter 8

Future Work

My future work will still focus on graph related topics and try to employ our algo-

rithms in real-world applications.

One of potential future works is to find a elegant way for representing the raw

graph data from various perspectives with a single matrix. The way how existing

algorithms extract information from graph data is to purely construct topological

structure (normally in the form of an adjacency matrix) or purely use a binary matrix

with fixed dimension to present features of every node, or simply feed these two

kinds of matrices into the framework to train the model. From my best knowledge,

currently, there is no work discovering a way which simultaneously represents both

topological information and contextual information based on their nature inner-

relationship. By doing so, I are not only have a more efficient approach to represent

the raw graph data and reduce the computation cost for the training models, but

also could enhance the performance of tasks like graph clustering and classification

since the matrix naturally contain various sources of information from the graph.

Another thought is to introduce attention mechanisms and generative adver-

sarial mechanisms into graph domain and conduct some works to tailor attention

approaches and GANs for graph. For example, I may build a architecture to learn

the nature and unique distribution of the target graph data and then apply gener-

ative adversarial mechanism to force the representation to compromise the learned

distribution.
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